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I. Kenya's Land Problems

This paper will not be concerned with the details of
historical constitutional development in Kenya, nor will it

1
examine the present political scene. In this sense it is 
not an analysis of the contemporary setting with the object
ive of factual political'prediction for the immediate future. 
Rather the essay is a description of the main economic changffl 
in land tenure and usage between 195  ̂and 1959 and an examin
ation of some of the legal and political Implications which 
in one sphere clearly indicate the new direction embarked jI
upon and in the other perhaps only enable a departure from j 
the old.. It is the special inter-relationship of land tenure;, 
governmental administrative and legal policy, and political 
evolution which gives Kenya its peculiar flavor.

Agriculture, for both Europeans and Africans, is the 
staple of economic life. Historically it has been the privi-

A/ ' -leged European position in this land sphere, and the reasons 
given in its justification, which have led to continued j
political minority control. Communal, as opposed to individ-:!
ual, political representation has echoed and been mutually 
reinforced by a policy of tribal or communal restrictions on : 
the evolution of indigenous land tenure. I

t

Until 1959* the law which governed land held by Euro- ! 
peans was totally different from that regulating Africans.
The Kenya Government had been unwilling to recognize formally! 
the evolution of African customary land law. However,
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changes in land tenure and' usage were continually receiving tjinformal acknowledgement through both the African court |
structure and through the British administrative officersj 1

| who preformed executive and judicial local government functions. 
| The 1959 legal changes obviously atler the statutory frame
work regarding land in Kenya. And further, they will have 
repercussions throughout the country via the court and ad
ministrative structures. These latter two, in turn, will 
determine the nature and degree of the effect. The legal 

I changes, by healing the previous duality of land law, make
i possible an equality of landholding status between Europeanj |
; and African. And the cumulative changes have the added |
i psychological effect of enabling this new equality to find i
i Iexpression in Kenya politics, !
; The middle decades of the twentieth century are seeing j
the "winds of change" transform the landscape of Africa. In 1 

! !the place of liquidated colonial empires stand a growing [
number of independent African stateB. Where colonial control|
remains, rankling problems are at last receiving searching j
consideration often followed by concrete proposals for action.
Equivocation 13 at.last giving way to firm governmental de- [
cision by most of the colonial powers.

, One of the most complex and serious of the colonial
problems in Africa is that of land tenure. For mo3t Africans

| land still forms the matrix of a man's existence. Its pro-
j tection, perpetuation, and beneficial use give the basic
! cohesion and unity of purpose to a family, clan, or tribe !



and are the sanctions of the political, judicial, and social
j power and prestige of the elder, headman, or chief. In pre-
i| dominantly agricultural countries, land can be the visible
i
symbol of status - African or European - in the community. 
Differing ideologies of land and/or the perpetuation of such 

| differences can alienate tribe from tribe as well as race 
from race inAfrica. Thus, :ne of the basic administrative 
decisions of a colonial government must be its position on

I the nature of indigenous land tenure which it will recognize
!I and the desired direction and extent of Its evolution. This 
I decision may, In effect, spell out the nature of indigenous j 
political development at a later period. j

The scope of this essay will be geographically limited | 
to the British colony of Kenya, although some of the 

< methods of solution and the actual answers themselves to the 
dilemma of land tenure and land use have far wider applica
bility. Moreover, the paper will focus on a limited time |

i

span. The five years from 195^ to 1959 would appear to be |
revolutionary ones in the history of land tenure policy in j
Kenya for several reasons. Factually .there have been the |i
initiation in 195^ of the Swynnerton Plan "To Intensify the Ji
Development of African Agriculture in Kenya" and its logical | 
and very Important legal supplements, the Report of the East I 
Africa Royal Commission 1953-1955* and the Government of j 
Kenya's decision in 1959 to open the previously racially j

! \ i

| sacrosanct "White Highlands" to occupation and farming on a j 
| non-racial basis. These signal pronouncements will be dis- j

I



cussed singly and will form one section of this paper. To-
. . ■ j

gather they have important substantive and conceptual impli- !i
cations for African, Asian, and European in Kenya. |i

Economically, the "revolution" means recognition and j 
encouragement of the evolution fr^m communal to individual j 
land tenure. Consolidation and registration of landholdings j 
ere the basis for issuance of an "individual" freehold title j 
to this new parcel of land, a negotiable title which conveys j 
new mobility in land transfer and disposition. Mandatory is JI
the concomittant institution of modern techniques of farm j" iiplanning both for mixed farming and predominantly stocking J 
areas to achieve the economic use of the available land in ii
Kenya. The possibility ->f land alienation to non-tribnl and ; 
non-rncial buyers or leasees is introduced. And finally, 
the emergence of a landless class (something unimaginable in ! 
traditional native law and custom) through accumulation of 
landholdings and imprudent sale or mortgaging of land to 
raise capital or to pay debts becomes a distinct probability.1 

Given the above, -oioneering legal and d&nin!strative ;
~-'i

decisions had to be taken by the Konya Government and the 
Colonial Office. The character and administration of the law 
in a c uintryare tangible symbols of the normative pattern to ji
which a society asx'ires. The tension produced by separate 
but unequal legal systems is especially acute in a colonial |
situation where movement from the jurisdiction of one law to ■

!
the other is controlled by the policy of the superior power, j 
i.e. the Colonial Government. The attainment of at least



legal equality within a territory has become an elemental
drive. So, formal and Informal legal changes in Kenya are of i

tvital importance. In Kenya an example may be found of the ;
I duality of law which exists whenever an external power inters ;
i :j a country and imposes its legal system - for whatever bene
| volent or malevolent reasons - over and above the broad base :
I !; of pre-existing native law and custom. The course espoused j
i
j by the Government 3ince 195^ has led to the possibility of a ,
' j

| coherent land system and a healing of the legal plurality in 
j  the sphere of land law. Certain legal questions with grave 
, social repercussions remain as yet unsolved, such as the 
i problems of inheritance and succession and of the making of 
wills. It will also be necessary to see to what degree and

i
j  in what way the historical British policy of native adminl-

ii stration and native courts in Konya has allowed, as regards i 
. land, for the impingement of English legal concepts on native 
! law and custom.
i Further, the entire pattern of African economic and j
: legal forms, juxtaposed against those of the European settles,|

J !; i; has had ramifications for the nature and form of African
• .  ji. political development. The European land alienation which I
led to the creation of Rosorves has had a particularly direct i 
and potent affect on Kikuyu pjlitical movements since the 
1120’3. The Kikuyu lost good land, and Kikuyu populatio n 

i has burgeoned. Compensation with other, inferior, land has 
| failed-to quell the enmity which grew and festered over the 
; years. The Young Kikuyu Association, The Kikuyu Central

i



Association, and The Kenya African Union have all teen 
i motivated basically by a virulent feeling of land hunger and
i 2! frustration. Mau Mau might be called one consequence of thel
failure to evolve a truly non-racial or tribal ec;noraic

II pattern. The Kikuyu grievances and Mau Mau will not be 
j discussed here except to mention that one of the paramount 
aime of the Swynnorton Flan and its concurrent legal out- 

j growths must be to break the disastrous bond between land 
1 anguish and political expression which has wrecked such havoc 
; in Kenya. To eliminate one of the root causes cf previous 
; destructive Kikuyu politics would indeed be a cardinal 
achle vemant.

As for the more general political implications with 
which this essay will be concerned, Isolation of both white 

! and black "tribes” to "Land Units" or Reserves as an admini- 
; strative policy may be seen as enhancing racial and tribal 
! separateness in Kenya. Consequent economic, social, and 
: cultural compartmentalization is reflected in "communal!3m"
, in political and governmental evolution. That j$3, constitu
tional and political representation in the Government of 
Kenya, when it finally came ir. 1S57, was on the basis of the 
group, the racial community, rather than the qualified in
dividual. In lo£C important political changes occurred.
These changes were made possible at least partly by the new 
political atmosphere which the economic and legal changes 
engendered.

Since the economic revolution is pivotal in this study,
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the Swynnerton Plan, which initiated pragmatic changes in 
land tenure and in the laws that governed the process, will 

! be discussed first.

FOOTNOTES

I 1 In the coastal belt of Kenya, territory permanently
leased from His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar and ad
ministered as a Protectorate by the Government of Kenya, 
the land situation is in a state of confusion partly !
because of a great variety of social conditions and con
sequently tenures, and partly because a scheme of settle- ! 
ment had been begun by the Government and had never been ; 

’ brought to completion. The general factors are not i
applicable to Kenya land as a whole, and so this area 
will be eliminated from consideration in this essay.

2 For an excellent article on this subject, see Martin L. ' 
Kllson, "hand and the Kikuyu: A Study of the Relationship 
between Land and Kikuyu Political Movements," Journal of 
Negro History. Vol. 40, No. 2 (April 1935), pp‘. 105-153.

I &J I

I

V



II. The Swynnerton Plan

The factors which make the land problem so Important 
are numerous and complex. Perhaps basic is the geographical 
(latitudinal), landform, and climatic pattern of Kenya which
limits the economic potentiality of the country. It is 
generally true in Kenya that any land suitable for settlement j 
has already been occupied, often very densely - although for

|political reasons thi3 Is not true of Masai, Mau-Nar^k, and
Trans Mara. Of the remainder of the Colony, three-quarters
is semi-arid and, except in limited areas, occupied by

1
pastoral tribes. Given the almost exclusive dependenceof 
the population directly or indirectly on agriculture, and 
given the relative sparseness of a raw material base for 
industrial development (although much terrain remains un- | 
surveyed) and the small percentage presently employed as wage

i
earners in manufacturing industries (3 .97% of the economically 
active population according to the African Labour Survey, I.

j

L.O., 1953), there is a consequent long-range concentration 
of any plan for economic betterment on Kenya's greatest 
assets - her land, water, and forests. Superimposed upon, 
and in a sense determined by, this factor is a fabric of 1

African society in which tenure and use of land and ownership 
of stock are inextricably Interwoven with clan and family 
obligations, with birth, marriage, and death, and with the 
beliefs and observances of each tribal community. Dealing 
with a situation in vljicb land is tantamount to life, the

i



British have been hesitant to burn any more fingers by 
probing too deeply to determine the causes of land problems 
and to rectify a deteriorating situation. Indeed, their 
trepidlty is understandable in view of the acquisition of

I land by alien settlers on terms different from and unattain-Ii
j able by the indigenous population.I
| first consideration will be given to the Svynnerton
! Plan ,;To Intensify the Development of African AgricultureI
! in K e n y a , a n d  within that to the Implications of the pro- j 
i !
! posals vis-a-vis land tenure and use. This full-scale
j
I attack on an economic problem proved to be the beginning of '
; a re-examination of governmental policies in the Ige&X and \ 
political fields as well. Through the Swynnerton Flan, Kenyaj 
moved from a position of virtual neglect or impeding of j
African agricultural advance to the forefront among African ' 
territories regarding indigenous development. Thus 1954 is 
a key date f.r Ideological and practical change in Kenya. j

j Since the War it had been clear to the Kenya Government
&, and the Colonial Office tnat the condition and productivity i 

of the African lands needed Immediate and drastic attention.-'! 
The traditional system of succession and inheritance had pro- | 
duced small fragmented landholdings on which it was impossibxj 
even if the Knowledge existed, to use modern more intensively: 
productive agricultural techniques. Constant sub-division J 

; of family plots by ridges or gullies invited drastic soil 
! leaching, with lass land available due to population 
! pressures, the soil was further robbed of its nutrients by i



j constant use with no fallow or reconstitutive resting period, 
iAfricans were more and more frustrated by their inability to 
break out of this subsistence cycle. Moreover, the Colony
i
| as a whole suffered from this enormous handicap to greater
: /
i economic viability. Consequently, R.J.M/ Dwynnerton, the

/
'Assistant Director of Agriculture, prepared a plan which/
wouxd achieve a basic economic reorientation in the African

! //| Laud Units and v m c a  would solve sSme of tr.e issues pin- 
; pointed in 19^7 by Governor Mitchell's despatch to the 
Colonial Office on The Agrarian Problem in Kenya (Nairobi). 
Swynnerton, himself a career agricultural officer with sub
stantial service in henya pr_or to 1954, has received praise 
and support inside and outside Kenya icr the conception of 
this extremely significant plan.

Swynnerton*8 systematic proposals provided a firm
foundation for more recent happenings (the 19bc Native Land

2
Tenure ifules and ordinance Nos. 27 and 2o of 1559) which
were not only implied in the Plan b-t which constitute in

'y1*| large measure its historical ana practical importance.
Ine timed arrival of the Plan may be attributed

v
| largely to the Mau Mau iunerj.enc.v. Ihis situation gave rise 
. to conditions which naa net existed before. Where voluntary 
: consolidation of fragmented landnoldinga was not acee pted,
: Swynnerton's policy for creating economic farm units was
imposed upon the African peasants. Once in operation, its

| ;
| beneficial results were almost always applauded by tne 
Africans involved. But Lxie emergency provided the climate in
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which this initial experiment could be sown, germinate, and 
reap fruit which all could see and want for themselves. Not 
to be forgotten was the honest British desire to spread to 
the loyal Kenya Africans some of the bounty and technical 

j  advice and concern which was then- being lavished on the
i Kikuyu. Its phenomenal success may be explained in part byI
certain historical and agricultural exigencies, in part by 

| the "ripeness of time" in 193**, ana in part by the dedication 
of many agricultural officers throughout Kenya. And any 

temporary setbacks or disappointments in the workings of thei
H a n  point to the need for voluntary acceptance by the Kenya 

1 Africans, for an awareness of the legal, political, social,
, and even psychological ramifications of sue;; a seneme, and 
1 finally for a many-pronged approach and a thoughtful andII
| thorough analysis of overall economic needs whicn improvement 
| In one phase of a country's economic development may ne- 
; cessitate.

'V# # * #*#■»**## *■ * * * /!

The Swynnerton Plan embodied the aims of one strand of
British land tenure policy in Africa. It 1s necessary to !

* ' * _ ' Iview it in its historical context to see it3 revolutionary i

: import as well as its cohinuity with the past. Customary !
I African land tenure practices have undergone several |! »
i mutations.x The traditional pattern has been altered by some
i
t !; purely economic factors as the peoole more slowly from a j
! subsistence to an exchange economy. In addition its direction



e.ncl expression have been stultified by tribalism and, skewed 
by colonial politics which has hesitated between advocating 
an "individualist" and a "reservationist" policy, at once 
giving the example but denying the substance and natural 
extension of the system of land tenure currently applicable

I to their own British countrymen within Kenya.
; Though British heat nr.d Central Africa experienced a
I period in their early colonial history of "bold" official
I advocacy of encouraging and facilitating-the development of 
1 individual (sometimes called personal) title f rr those

3I natives who aspired to it and showed economic enterprise,
ba3t Africa missed out on this. Perhaps it was because she 
fell to British authority later In Britain's colonial ex
perience when now administrative ideas concerning "native
policy’
control

were in vogue, Throughout most of British colonial 
in Kenya, it has been her consistent policy not to

interfere with or even encourage change in customs and 
manner of life, economic, social, or religious, except where

>Ythese were repugnant to uoetern concepts of justice or- 
morality, it was felt that land could be best protected by 
reserves where the communal or'tribal tenure of land - 
whether these be rights of tribes, clans, families, or in
dividuals - would continue and; which would be isolated from 
all dangers of the effects of white settlement. Indeed, 
this did prevent agricultural indebtedness by Africans to 
other races. But such negative security, however well- 
intentioned, was short-sighted ana economically naive. It
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vas sure t.o be severely ot ra ,’.ue<3, or even disappear, when I
i the la:,cl within the Rosrrve was mo 1 jn^er adequate to contain j
I I
! r. shifting agricultural pattern and the gr->wing population. i
! Moreover, the traditional inheritance aysturn had caused un- 1
; economic fragmentation of holdings, oven as late as 1953, j
i the Konya Land Commission (Sir Morris Carter, Chairman), whi£ ’
| rec ionizing "that the j roper development and improvement of i
i ii
{ the reserves vas n> _eas important tx.au their security, j
, »
! felt it necessary to give float priority to their statutory !■ 
: protection as the "patrimony" c.C the African o immunity ana 
! t: the settleuent of tribal civ.'.ms of injustice arising from 
prior alienation of land to f.uropeane (limited in extent but 
of enduring psychological significance). It would be in- 1

• c jrrect and unfair to accuse the British of creating communal 
: jealousies, but they must bear the responsibility fir 
intensifying the fooling of exclusiveness reflected in the 
relations of nc terr itory v:’ hh another, and among the African 

. tribes tnomswlveo, "each of whom vis-hod to be self-sufficient
'p11 and sovereign in its own all seated piece of Arrica in order

' to maintain a security that seemed to elude them in the new
5

'commercialised societies that were growing around them." 
i  Bolng loathe to threaten the security of native lands, and j
j j

! being unwilling to anticipate public opinion concerning the 
'•breakdown if tribal and racial boundaries and the recognition j

of the evolution of native lav and custom toward individual!- jI
i cation, the Government did nothing and abdicated its obllga- ; 
ti on of leader si, ip. Ihere is serious doubt that native lands \

Un'
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under the p.rsasnt system of reservation do in I'act a till
:.r ;vide e security that it not Illusory and that can furnish
tlsc naans of substantial economic advancement.

In a number of Instances It la in fact now 
possible to say that from being primarily 
’protective' the reservation policy lias 
become definitely 'exploitative' in the 
sense that many individuals have been made 
subject to serious economic disabilities 
33 a result of not being able to acquire 
and use land essential for agricultural, 6
professional, commercial or domestic purposes.

Certainly the L.riir de fact > pr- Pa Lbioio.. from the growing of
c e r t s  i n c a s h  c r o p s  ( s u c h  a s C i f  f - jO ) I n  t h e A f r  l e a n

d i d  n > t 3 p r . l n g  f:-*om o n  a p p r o e l a t i o n o f ti i.e t r i o  o c o

con. re. e t c r- o f  t h e  c o u n t r y  a n d Uv s d e v e l  'pmeio t  i f  I t s

e c o n o m i c p ■ ' t o n t i s  1 j . t  • e s  , a n t h e  h v y m o r i o n f l a n  c l e

Lt.s fullest

A reservatio.iist native land j oilcy per- as cannot
j
! cause the rapid delorioriatiou of trlb-.l agricultural land 

o. i n ' j . ) j  a .  A .ju yxn xnd i / i ii i  is ̂ .  iu..x.* p  o x . .  c y s l re s s m g I

mobility of transfer cannot cure it. But tie governmental 
refusal to go ontsidu the tribal 3y.-tom of land tenuio and ! 
usage and decisively to alter it by adopting mevnods external 1 
and strange to the customary pattern :HS• gxvcn tlio previous 
is iiatou rehabilitation and betterment schemes restricted 
value, it is this ileeisio.i deliberately to alter the traui- ! 
tlcnal pattern and to pr-'-wide th«j basis for ItB future 
governa.iCO by a legal and substantive non-tribal code which | 
has reoriented African agriculture in Aenya. ihe rubric is 
still one of ''tribal" - African - development in the 
Svynnei'ton Flan, but the intent, this writer thinks, and the j

\



results, it is clear, have been much more far-reaching. j
Tha comprehensive five-yaar plan for African Land j

j  Development which was submitted by Mr. Swynnerton combined |
! the need to find schemes to provide employment for Kikuyu j
! i. repatriates both in the Reserves and on development projects
; with the main objective of raising the agricultural producti-
: vity and the human and stock-carrying capacity of the land.
< . ! 
1 Significant also was the decision to accelerate agricultural
i  development of the Native Land Units in the other (than

8| Central) provinces of Kenya. The previous Ten-Year Plan (19*6- 
j  1955); the unguided purely economically-induced changes, !

J especially concerning transfer of land, which imply in prin- j
; ciple an assertion of individual as against group rights, !
! |
i among the Kikuyu and the Kamba agriculturalists, and among 
| the Kipsigis pastoralist/agriculturalists who have enclosed
land as they have settled down; and the Mau Mau Emergency
which feave great impetus to tenurial reforms especially in
the Central Province - these factors contributed to the "ripe
ness of time" for an acceptance of the Swynnerton Plan.

The Mau Mau revolt has provoked a profound 
reaction in the social life of the tribe, 
and historians may well see it as the final 
cause of ' villagisation' and land consolida
tion in Kikuyu. Though consolidation of 
holdings was often mooted in the past by ad
ministrative officers, tradition would never 
allow such a complex and far-reaching change 
and the old men of the tribe would not co
operate in such a project. /"Clearly this 
traditionalism was reinforced by the British 
decision to operate only within the frame
work of native law and custom./ Today the 
conditions are changed and the de facto re
cognition of • villagization' as a social success 
has made land^ consolidation possible, -̂q
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Stress is placed on the voluntary nature of participation in I 
the consolidation scheme, and flexibility is maintained to 
allow for different degrees of endorsement of the idea of ■ 
consolidation and "individualisation." The African proclivity 
for extensive agricultural development was to be transformed I
into an intensive pattern.

The Plan divides African land into four large groups
©for consideration. First are the areas suitable for balanced 

mixed farming. Given soudd farming techniques and the evolu- ; 
tion of a satisfactory system of land tenure, these lands, ' 
which usually contain high population densities, have high ,

g) ipotential productivity. Next are the^lands on which the in
tensity of cultivation may be raised or which may be freshly 
brought into production by irrigation, swamp reclamation, or 
flood co ntrol. In the third broad category are thJ^semi-arld | 
pastoral areas covering three-fourths of Kenya, primarily in 
the north extending to the Somalia-Ethlopia border. Here ! 
some food requirements may normally be grown, but the greatest 
boon would be a constant and valuable flow of livestock and 
their products resulting from control of stock numbers, a 
planned grid of water supplies, and sound grazing management. 
And finally are thPiands which require special treatment,
such as tree crop development, tsetse reclamation, and 

11
afforestation.

It then copes with nine farming problems and needs 
which it feels to be decisive for the more intensive develop- ■ 
ment. These could be classified generally as tithe creation j
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of economic units through consolidation of fragmented holdings 
of enclosure of communal land; provision of security of j
"individual" title; farm planning and Introduction of cash

i
crops; livestock and water problems; marketing and credit 
facilities; and agricultural education. This section will

1
deal with each problem individually, focusing on the first !
three, primarily as they apply to the land areas of high pro- ;
ductivity. The bulk of the African population lies in areas ;
suited to intensive or semi-intensive farming and the order |
of the contribution to the economy of the Colony should aim
at raising the surplus output of 600,000 families fr-m I 10

or so per annum to ■) 100 or more apiece. The bulk of the
6,000,000 head of cattle in Kenya lie in the pastoral areas,
in the main semi-arid. If the value of the bulk of the
necessary annual take-off of 650,000 head can be raised from
>. 2 to i 10- 015 apiece, that gives some idea of the potential

12
value of Btock in these areas.

The context within which this goal Is to be approached
/s?"

is that of the small consolidated landholding/with a ley and ;
i

a small area of cash crop. It is hoped that this alternative 
to the customary land tenure and use system will ameliorate 
and ultimately eliminate its three most destructive tendencies: 
the lack of integration between animals and the land, In- i 
sufficiency of the resting period in the cultivation cycle, 
and fragmentation.

With family herds restricted to their own 
grazing land there is incentive to improve 
both land and stock; there is a chance to 
begin thinking of income and savings without
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Irresponsibility about land; a permanently |
stable resting period and manuring replace 
the lack of fallow and manuring (impossible 
in the fragmented plots) in the old system.

13Attack on these faults striked at the core of the problem of | 
intensified African agriculture which is the inability of '[ 
the tribal and clan custom to meet the modern intensive needs, 
Since a radical departure from traditional methods is re
commended, it is necessary to consider the essential features; 
of traditional African land tenure and use. j

The basis of Bantu land tenure is the individual having
j Inheritable rights of user in his arable lands, while else-1 '
j where in the grazing lands, the forests, the salt licks, he
; shares with his fellows of clan/tribe the beneficial use of
! such natural sources of wealth that have come into the
; possession of the tribe either by conquest or by original j
‘ 14
occupation. This does not imply individual ownership of 
fields, nor Individual right to misuse land. Ownership, in . 

i so far as there is such a concept, is usually vested in the j
| ancestor spirits who play a very real part in thp. life of
! /  'I the African and who symbolize his community pas't, present, j
j and future. There is the right of each clan member to claim !•
i „ ij support from the clan land, either through the shifting j
agriculture" based on Individual shambas, or among pastoral

I tribes through the unrestricted individual right to run stock j
on what is regarded as communal land (with-the accompanying )
lack of animal integration with cultivation). The Individual’s

j right is more a pre-emptive possessory right than one of
j property. Sale is normally forbidden and may be actually j
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unthinkable.
What was originally a fair social practice to 
assure that each descendant vas provided for, 
becomes in the end agriculturally an obstruc- |
tion, for the inheritance of a number of small 
fragments In widely scattered places gives no 
chance of bringing modern techniques, whether :

j of manuring, or mixed farming, or machinery, j
I or management, economically to the aid of the
j peasant. The continuous cultivation leads to j
I erosion and the hundreds of little Boundaries 1
! become storm gullies. ir j! i
Such a system, despite often perceptive adaptations to the |
environment, is inherently Incapable of supporting either a j
high population or a high standard of living, one of which

j already exists and the other of which is the aim of the!
Swynnerton Plan. Sheer economic prossure on the land and the 

! serious need to make full use of this major African asset 
! havo Induced a favorable African disposition toward consoli- 
| dation and individualization on a large scale.I

Sound agricultural development is dependent 
upon a systea of land tenure which will make 
available to the African farmer a unit of land 
and a system of farming whose production will 

! support his family at a level... comparable with
i other occupations. He must be provided with
| such security, of tenure through an little feasible

title as will encourage him to invest his labour 
, and profits into the development of his farm

and as will enable him to offer it as security 
I against financial credits that he may wish to

secure from such sources as may be open to him. 16
A system of soundly planned mixed farming on a consolidated 
holding makes extra demands on the knowledge, time, and energy

f ;i of the African farmer. Accordingly it is especially essential 
j to eliminate one main fault of the old pattern, namely a ;
j combination of communal with individual interests which left 
; neither with the responsibility for the effects of its actions



on the land, and also to reinstate a secure title to owner- I 
ship to make such expenditure of energy desirable.

Swynnerton saw the reversal of present Government policy 
on native land as a prerequisite to and foundation for a j
solution of the nine problems his plan enumerates. The first : 

| task was to provide the farmer with a holding of a size ,
! ■ i. economic for his purpose, brought about by consolidation of 
i 17
j  fragmented holdings or by enclosure of communal lands. The
j  consolidation itself is a complex matter and is proceeding j

at different speadD in various areas. Fragmentation t.radl- |
tlonally results from African tribal inheritance patterns
of land division among male heirs. One vriter stresses the !

, "sociological need for fragmentation arising from an inbred
experience of fertility variation (heterogeneity of the soil) -

i! unaccompanied by any serious knowledge of how to lessen these 
1 18 
i variations by improving farming practice." Consolidation
would in turn remove the cause of the plethora of litigation^.
sui1 8 in the Native Courts concerning land boundaries. In

\ trying to discover a suitable farm size, the criteria of
! providing a reasonable living end of creating a layout giving
i permanent fertility and stability were U3ed. Since the
, amount a family can cultivate, the rainfall, and the general
fertility of the area are interrelated variables, tho minimum

19' individual unit may vary from 3 acres in fertile Kikuyu to 
25 acres in marginal Karaba country. An examination of three 

; selected tribal experiences will make clear the methods used, 
the progress achieved, the setbacks encountered, and the •



extent of this amazing revolution.
In the Kikuyu districts ol' the Central Province (Fort 

Hall, Ilyerl, and Kiamtu) the response has teen most enthu
siastic. The8© people have a long history of European contact 

| and living proximity. The Emergency gave stimulation not 
only through resettlement and development work for the "de-

2£r
yj tainees," tut through governmental "villagizatioQx schemes
i undertaken to bring together isolated loyal Kikuyu In a
I
’ planned, centralized, and protected area. In Kikuyuland, as 
in all areas, land reallocation is undertaken ideally only 

j after the whole population of a selected area is found to be
| in agreement as to its desirability. After conducting large i 
i  {
| ’'tarazas'1 in which questions voie answered and information |
i
j on the ultimate economic value of the Plan and the title to 
1 be acquired was given, the triba'l elders - the traditional j
: land authorities - were given most of the responsibility for 
informally adjudicating fumlly/individual hodlings and en
couraging agreement on the final compact holding. In Port

'V  !1 Hall, the area chosen for initial experiment Was the location |
of the most progressive chief. ‘Iliu itura (the geographical
area looked alter by a headman under the locational chief)
was selected a s ,the basic unit for consolidation as it was
large enough to provide good visual effect and small enough i

21 !
j  to be completed in a reasonable length of time.

The land survey teams, headed by a British Agricultural 
Officer and staffed by specially trained African recorders

i
; and measurers and British and African farm planners, measure
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and consolidate scattered holdings upon the advice of the i
)

local people. Meanwhile a topographical nap of the area is 
made on which is drawn a soil conservation plan. After 
village, tree nur3urios, coffee and tea factories, etc. have 
teen located on the mac, the new consolidated holdings (each •

! icontaining a proportion of arable, cash-crop and grazing land)
i

are laid out. Allocations of under throe acres are closest [
t

I to the village (and will contain the future village artisans 
and shopkeepers), then holdings of three to six acres (to en- ;

icourage the buying of adjacent allotments to increase o '
! holding to an economic size), and finally those of over six 22
acres. Swynnerton proposed as an immediate 3tart, survey 
teams in 12_ districts of Kenya (North, Central and South 

: Nyanza, Kericho, Nandi, Slgoyo cum West Sale, Meru, Embu, Fort;
! Hall, Nyeri, Kiarnbu, and Telta Hills), while surveys should 
| be as accurate as possible ao that they can be tied to the 
Cadastral Survey of Kenya, they also need to be rapid and 

| should not be delayed solely on grounds of accuracy. With •
* 'p1 j! service in full operation, 30,000-120,000 seres (3,000-
12,000 holdings) should be surveyed and planned in a year.
This is the? general method of consolidation. !

Among the Kipsigis, too, a revolutionary change, i
! started by the increased maize acreage during World War II,
i has taken place. Almost every square inchof land is now I

i
individually, as opposed to communally, owned’. In 75f> of j 

| the district these individual holdings have been enclosed by ! 
j hedges of either Mauritius thorn or a spiecies of euphorbia. j



Farm crops of maize, English potatoes, millet, beans, wheat,
and onions replace maize monoculture; cash c:r ;ps of coffee,
pyrethrum and a small tea area have teen introduced; each
farm includes a portion of bush-free grazing land holding a
nov reduced stock load (given supplementary feeding 1n the dry
season by silage and green crops); contour plowing with ox-
plow is already giving way to the small tractor (about 20

. 25tract;r companies operate locally). Enuring this 15 year
period of evolution, only two Agricultural Officers served,
an illustration of how personnel continuity can provLde
stability and smooth but steady agri cut, lure. 1 development.

j The most serious oip os it lor. t j land consolidation has
j come from densely populated Central hynnza, especially among
| the Luo, whose r.ood is greatest but where misunderstauding
! and suspicion of Government intentions have been fanned by24
j political agitation.
j Clearly consolidation, which involves adjudication and
| registration, ic only a beginning, .out it would seem to be

• At'very important that land consol!dat_on on the basus of ani
j economic unit should be a Bine qua n,,n for the receipt ofi
| individual tillo. Only in this basis would sound farmI
j planning and cash crop lung to fruitful and justifiable.
| ovynnerton stresses that the able African should always be
! encouraged to acquire and farm units above the minimum for 
| 25
1 the area. The resulting landed class - enabled by the new 
t ability to borrow money against the security -± land - will 
inevitably and naturally be counterbalanced by a landless
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?.e> I
group. It is sound that the dangers of this trend be faced j
on their merits rather than dam up a normal evolutionary step I
for fear of its consequences. Indeed, in time the landlords I
ao created may play an important part in the commercial and
industrial development of the Colony as they did in eighteentij
century England. Clearly this will call for a multi-faceted

(
manufacturing and Industrial plan to absorb the new landless. Ii

I The second concern of Swynnerton was to provide the !| i
] farmer with security of tenure through issuance of a titleI
| to his land after adjudication, consolidation, demarcation,
j and registration of the holding. This title will give !
| stability to the individual agricultural unit, whether the
! I
j ownership is vested in a single individual or in a unit con-
! taining a maximum of five family members. Land may be lrn-
• proved without fear of loosing it in the future. From
customary tenure in a rapidly wasting asset to ‘'individual!- j

; zation" is a natural world wide trend, certainly not
peculiarly African. A charge for registration of titles and

| farm planning would be made to cover the cost of the services.
| The fee for registration proposed is 200 Shillings (the East
| African Shilling being equal to a British Shilling, or about
! $.14 U.S.). Just twice as much as the present fee payable
; before talcing a land case to the courts.' The Plan concluded:
J  "Not only would a 'cheap' title not be 'valued, but at least
| in the Central Province, a Kilcuyu would gladly pay two to
j three times the registration fee for an indefeasible title tol
i his land." The District Land Registries should be run by
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local boards on behalf of the Government, thus eliminating 
any perhaps prejudicial personal interests of members of the 
African District Councils. It is vital that these registries

)J  should also be generally available for consultation by any 
J interested individual. ;
I lj The third and fourth problems tackled concerned the

i

j furnishing of technical assistance to plan ecologically sound j 
! farming patterns, and the introduction of high-priced cash
i ij crops both as an incentive to propagate the scheme and as a |
; source for the money required to meet expanding family needs :
1 and farm expenses. Neither consolidation of holdings nor
| security through "individual" tenure per se can assure proper I
land use. For this reason farm planning, and introduction of <
cash crops are a pivotal pa.t of the entire Swynnerton Plan

27, and should apply whatever the tenurial provisions. Obvious 
economic need, with the inducement of cash crop growing and 

! the visible monetary success of planned holdings, has sparked 
; the enthusiasm for consolidation as a basis for a secure
1 -Vj title and these tangible rewards.
1 the biggest single factor which will intensify
1 farming on soundly planned lines is the scale of staff 
; assistance. Although an African staff is preferable, this 
; is a long-range proposition. The first men with agricultural 
i degrees are not out of Makerere until 1963. In addition the 
education of the best African peasant is not so far along as 

I is that of the West African. So considerable European staff
Ij will have to be injected, with the concomittant denger that
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the Initiative will be theirs and that the high level of 
Initial return will decline when such constant supervision 
is removed. In 19S4 there was European Assistant Agri- j 
cultural Officer availabel for 6?,000 people, and the pro
posal i3 to provide enough to post one per p>°}000 (6,000-
10,000 families). The cost of the necessary European and 

j African field staff over the five-year period will be ^07,4$: 
j In this sphere where the time factor is so obviously limiting, 
one can see the dangers for long-range success in allowing a 

! racial and anti-colonial outburst to determine the real
ij initiation, tempo, and form of agricultural refoim.

The initial stop in farm planning In Kikuyu area was to 
demarcate land with a slope between (t and 2& as arable (with 1
the farmer choosing his crop), that from 2o‘ to ns suitable j

)I for bench-terracing and planting with cash crops, and that 
! ' 2b
with a slope above 75 to be reserved for grass. This
suffices as an interim measure to raise agricultural pro- i 
duction without delay. The original farm planning scheme - >
Including instruction In'the best division of land between 
crops, cycle of rotation, ideal homestead layout, accesss 
paths, paddocks, etc. - was found to be too complex, too ex
pensive, and too demanding of supervision for the initial I

; ■ ij stage. So this has beer simplified, however retaining the ■ 
salient features. Again, without sufficient, time, the full- j

| i

| scale operati on of r.his signifi can r. rspect ^f agricultural i 
| oduc.at.1 on may be ndef3 n ! tely ropfroned to the detriment of j
| j{ all Ker.yn. j

\
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The extension of large-scale cash cropping to African 
areas, both as an inducement to join the scheme and as a 
source of capital "or further farm investment (in stock, 
fencing, water supplies, etc,), seems a welcome psychological: 
reorientation on behalf of the Government. Crucial also i* j

its ovordu-i realisation, and willingness to act upon, the j| !
j need for overall Kenyan agricultural development on sound 
I ecological linen. Swyunerton quite rightly advises of the
i jproblems and dangers: the possibility of disease catastrophy, ;I
ox. coffeo berry; sensitivity tropical export cash crops I

ij to fluctuations in the world market and thus price instability 
! and parallel dovolonmont of finance difficulties. A parti- 
! oularly sensitive aspect Is the problem of maintaining high I
j quality in a competitive export market, of safeguarding the
j
"Kenya" name. Hero is has been found that, admitting the 
book of younger trees, African yields in amount and in 
quality have surpassed those on many European farms, thus 

; laying hare the fallacious basis of previous prohibitions on 1 

| African cash cropping. Further concerns are: the/need for 
j long-term, not piecemeal, integrated development which will i 
’ coordinate and ensure provision for expansion of staff,
1 finance, nurseries, processing factories, and marketing j
l ' :
i facilities; the need for research as to the type of factory i 
; requisite for peasant scale development of cash crops such 
as sugar cane and tea (here there is particular need for[
caution), the effect of increased production on the pyrethrura 

: market, etc. Without doubt, the development of large scale
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cash crop industries will benefit a wide cross-section of the 
African community. The wealth of the growers, the coffers 
of the African District Councils, and the income of the 
Colony from exports will increase. The Increased demand for 
employment in new derivative occupations, the increase in \

'  iI teachers, tradesmen, artisans, employees in social services, j 
will help to relieve the number of landless and unemployed j
which is an unavoidable creation of consolidation of an i
economic holding and Issuance of "individual" title. j1

The next two concerns of the Plan are for instruction| ;
j  of the farmer or pastorallst in the rearing, managing, feeding,' jI :! selecting and breeding of livestock and the provision of !i 1 |
| ready access to water as a protection against disease and ;
: unproductive trekking. In pastoral areas, the marketing of
! stock occupies a paramount position in the problem of land |
1 30
usage. In the areas suited to mixed farming, li^order to 
make stock keeping profitable and not merely traditional, the * 
African farmer must secure as big an income as possible from 
his resting grass leys. A ley, as opposed to the bush fallow 
process, necessitates discovering the most efficient grasses 
, for the grazing land so that a productive income in milk,
| cream, and meat products may be obtained from the land (throughj l

i

i the cattle) while it is lying fallow. Stock feeding and I
; i
management is of immediate signal importance to raise pro- j 
ductivity, while stock breeding must be relegated to a later i  

stage of agricultural and veterinary knowledgabillty. In 
! areas where farm planning is evolving rapidly, as in Kipsigis ;
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and Nyeri, provision of water supplies should be an Integral
|

part of the planned layout of the Individual farm or adjacent j
i

small group of farms. LOan sources should be made available, j 
In one district, close to 1,000 pressured pumps were sold in j 
one year for spraying cattle against ticks and disease. j

In the seventh place, the farmer should have adequate j
: • i

marketing facilities, preferably cooperative, to give him 
secure and profitable outlets for his crop and stock produce. J

i '■i What could be a major setback for the Swynnerton Plan occurred :
| i
; in a marketing problem which arose at Thika, serving Fort |
| Hall and Kimabu, in 1957. At the height of the pineapple I
canning season, production had to be stopped and African and
European pineapples left to rot because the British market

51 'was adequatelysupplied and the buyers were holding off. To 
encourage increased production without sufficient market re
search and organisation to absorb the output is not only to 
court disaster for a Plan which depends greatly on racial 
trust for success , but also to exhibit a short-sighted and

'Vwasteful approach to intensified agricultural dbvelopment.
Although Kenya's first Co-operative Societies Ordinance 

was passed in 1929, it was not until a New Ordinance in 19^5 ;
. provided a Registrar and a small staff that a remarkable ex-
t pension has been witnessed. In 1957 there were 510 African I

52societies, 11 European and multi-racial, and 12 Asian societies 
The value of such a training ground for responsible leadership

' j
i would extend beyond the purely economic into the political !
! sphere.



Moreover, a farmer need3 access to sources of agri
cultural credit big enough to meet the requirements of very- 
large numbers of very small farmers, administered preferably 
through district land development boards and cooperative !
societies. Under the program for intensified farming, the 
cost of developing an economic holding on a planned lay-out, ! 

j defraying planning and registration fees, planting of hedges, 
buildings for livestock, purchasing planting material for 
cash crops and grass seeds, implements, etc., an African 
farmer could usefully invest ! 150-1300. At least in Kikuyu,

i  1
| loan agreements have oontained a condition aimed at limitation

33I of sub-division by the recipient farmer and his heirs.
And finally, Swynnerton regarded it essential to giveI

African farm children an agricultural bias in thejLr education I 
| to give them a progressive outlook on farming, as well as to I
t ,

l provide expanded facilities for those who farm the land now 
; and those who do the teaching.i
i

! This chapter has been focused on the geographical areas
j  , y  ij of greatest potential productivity, and within/this area on \

! the changes in land tenure and use, because it is here that
i  ii the Plan seems to be having its most revolutionary effects. !1
j

! The semi-arid pastoral areas (with correct stocking and 

| management, animals should command Sh.200-Sh. 300 rather than i 
I the present Sh.JO-Sh. 50), the projects for irrigation and 
' swamp reclamation (where much use is being made of Mau Mau 
: detainees), and the settlement ranching and tsetse reclama- 
; tion schemes are undeniably important. But their orientation,
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by nature of the problems confronted, is more similar to the 
colonial development approach prior to the formulation of the

i
Swynnerton Plan. Indeed, the Plan’s flexibility in dealing

Iwith all types of areas, all varieties of tenure, and all 
speeds of evolution is one of its major assets.

In computing the total cost of the Plan, Swynnerton
i
I found that the final sum (though a large loan category would j 
! be ultimately recoverable) would considerably exceed the j
j - i 5,000,000 grant from the United Kingdom. Other possible
j II sources of revenue had to be investigated. From the start
j of the Plan in April 195^, until 30 June 1957, the expendi-
| turo on the Swynnerton Plan by the African Land Development

3^l Board (rion-Scheduled Areas) had amounted t o 2,022,979.
, To conclude this discussion of the Swynnerton Plan,
; some sort of evaluation is necessary. It would be easy to 
claim for the Flan a pre-eminent place in African agri- 

i cultural development in Kenya which would imply a denial of
1 any prior development, British enlightenment, or attempt to
! 'Vj tackle the problem. This is patently untrue.-' But to argue
I that the Swynnerton Plan is no rnoro than a continuation of
the post-war agricultural policy with considerably more re-

35j sources behind it is also an oversimplflcation. This 
j writer thinks it fails to recognize the deliberate reversal 
i of Government policy on land tenure and use which ensued.
1 For the first time the Government gavo evidence of a con- 
! scious systematic determination to remold African traditional 
i land tenure on principles external and foreign to that system
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as it vaa previously recognized. Here was interference par : 
excellence with ’’native land," and involvement in some knotty j
legal problems which were becoming only more complex with |

I
time. And undoubtedly the British themselves would not deny ! 
that intense soil deterioration due to precipitous change j

ij toward a money economy without proper technical knowledge,
i

| extreme land fragmentation, and most of all the fact of the 
Mau Mau Emergency had much to do with the hasty formulation 
of the Plan. Nonetheless, it 13 attempting to deal with 
economic problems through economic measures, perhaps leas 
tainted than ever before with racial undertones, 

j Of course the Plan 13 only a good beginning. Its con-
| corn is purely with African agriculture and its evolution '
i !; within thi3 context. The aim is self-sufficiency in food 
; production and a cash surplus for each farmer. This is !
, logical given the gap between the African and European level 
; and practices. In purely ecological terms, the East AfricaI
Royal Commission Report points out that on a country-wide
basis there are excellent possibilities for more 'Intense
crop specialization and surplus food production by the

J>6
'African sector. What the Swynner-ton Plan does, in bringing j 
■ prior chaotic and sporadic attempts at land betterment, con- 1 

i solidation, and security of title into a unified whole, Is
! i

| exactly to furnish a viable background for svich future pro- ;i
| gress. Implicit in the Swynnerton, this writer feels, was a
i ]| drive to weaken or eliminate the economic justifications in j 

| which racial antipathies were clothed and on which the social
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3y3tem .if Konya was built. j
Happily, concerted governmental effort lias boon mot by 

enthusiastic African response in moat districts. Demarcation 
and consolidation expected to take fifteen to twenty years I

j have been accompli3hod in three to four. To date a millionj
and a half acres have been brought under the scheme. Horae
209,000 farmers in Central Province, 1,000 in Nandi District, j
and 120 in Slgoyo country are now registered as freehold 1

; 37 i| owners of their land. To expect a.lineal development with
I |no setbacks is to be naive and to forget the complex problems 
involved. The success of 3uch an agricultural revolution j

i may take years to cement. It is perhaps too optimistic to j

j hope that the nationalistic ferment will allow the requisite
time. And yet it may be that in an independent Kenya the; i

I program will move ahead oven m.:rc quickly and with fewer high-
level recriminations as to the less-than-voluntary methods38j used in pursuance of its aims. A system of compact small- i 

! holdings practicing mixed farming has three distinct but
| related purposes: expansion of rural economic^ through more !I
• Intensive and diversified farming practices, maintenance of I
| ‘ 39; soil fertility, and procurement of social stability. Since
. psychological factors contribute so heavily to social stabil- ■
| ity, the recent evidences of agricultural goodwill, trust, ! 
; and cooperation between Africans and Europeans where the Plan j

j

| is understood and not thwarted by undue political disruption I 
are good testimony to the effectiveness and significance of ! 

! the Swy.nnerton Plan.



Tnis is the economic core of the transformations 
initiated between 1934 and 1959. On this core will be built 
notable legal changes which will xjave wide juridical and 
political implications.
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Ill, ordinance Nos. 27 and 2o oi' 19b 9

Tho reorganization. cons^? idation, end ad jud* crlr.1 of j
i

j holding? prior to the registretire of right? thus her its jI
j own agricultural value as well ns its socio-economic role ofi
j  rroviding "security in individual tenure in rlnce of in-
I
| security in the ehnos of communal tenure and individual
j 1
j tenure which had evolved." What has given practical effect
| to the logical implications of the Swynnerton Plan are
ij several statutory enactments oi. land passed hy the Legislative 
| Council in 1959 as the Native Lands Registration Ordinance | 
(No. 27). the Land Control (Native Lends) Ordinance (No. 28), |

! and the Land Titles (Amendment) Ordinance. As these are the 
j legal mechanisms which - at least for the exranding sector 
of the population possessing Individual freehold tenure - 
have fused native law and custom with English land lav into 

| a new unified Kenya Land law, it is necessary to look hoth 
j  at their historical antecedents and at their sc content
i  and meaning.

A condensed schematic presentation of tho legal status j
l ;! of land in Kenya will not show, as one might expect, an
i

J original dichotomy between land held in European and In |
African customary tenure being gradually narrowed geographi- j 
oally by statute and finally healed by the 1QSQ ordinances, 

j  Instead, the picture is ultimately one of a Colonial Govern- j 

i ment manipulating, by legal definition, the status of land



in reasons© to growing African sensitivity over alienation. ;
j

But never dots it actually alter the working asauuptions 
regarding the pi'oper division of land between the rates in 
Konya, one cannot doubt that the early rather unsavory j
history of European alienation and subsequent further im- 

1 pingement due to mineral discoveries in northwestern Konya 
! led tho Government to feel that the safeguarding of tribal jI II
■ land and its future use within the secure framework of
| native law and custom was a 'protective" necessity for its
' Kenya Africans. Also one cannot doubt that the Government

2
; was under constant, and largely successful, pressure to '
• maintain the economic and thus political and thus ultimately 
1 racial hegemony of the khite totiler. !!If tliore is one conclusion to be drawn from a 

study of British policy in Kenya, it is that 
all policy ha3 been guided and directed by the 

, one aim ~>f establishing a white colony there..
..Although British authorities did not esta
blish the protectorate because of the demands 
of Bettler3, thoyr have annexed the territory, 
and have aided the settlers by providing labor, 
communications, transportation, and other ser- 

i vices. In addition they have allowed riiscrimi-
< nation against other racial groups 'Tor their
, advantage. -7,
Consequently, though there has in fact been a shift in certain

i areas of the African Land Units from communal to "individual" 
j  ;
j tenure, the change has been a legal fiction from the govern- |
| mental standpoint until 105'1* I

j
Early land policy in Kenya showed little consistency. 1

1 Prom the first, the Government had teen anxioue to avoid en-
i1I croachment on Native Lands and to provide sufficient land for
j  1
native requirements. However, "all the available evidence___
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tended to show that there were very large areas which were4
not in any kind of Native occupancy," so land was given to j

iEuropean farmers who were encouraged to come to Kenya to j
| settle. The problems then centered around Reserves to be 
| set aside for natives and around the areas to be deemed 
! "Crown Lands" over which His Majesty's Government would I! i
| exercise control. "Settlers did not wish to shut natives in I
i Reserves thus removing them from white contact and from white j
farms. Neither did they wish to limit their,own chance to ^

5 !expand by reserving land for the exclusive use of natives."
| Five native reserves were established in 1906 - Kikuyu, Masai, 
i Ulu, Kikumbuli, and Kitui - but continued alienations were 
j made with the approval of the Colonial Secretary. Lord 
I Halley places the primary responsibility for the uncertaintiesj
! and tension over land with the British Government. "it
i
proved Itself to be unable to plan ahead for the control of
the operations involved in the policy of colonization, or to

6
| take a firm stand on the decisions at which it arrived." 
i Under the 1915 Crown Lands Ordinance, Crown X^nds were
: heJLd to include "all public lands in the Colony which are 
| for the time being subject to the control of His Majesty," 
including all, lands occupied by, or reserved for the use of,

| the native tribee of the Colony. Since none of the varieties I 
of traditional African tenure under native law and custom S* 1

j

were admitted as a "recognized private title" of English land 
law, their protection was subject to the vagaries of inter
pretation of "Crown Lands." Evidence of the insecurity is 1

9> ••
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clearly seen in a 1921 Colonial Court decision in a case j
7between two Kikuyu (one of whom claimed to have acquired 

land In individual tenure by purchase from a member of another 
tribe). The Judge held that all private rights had dls- j

| appeared through the 1915 Ordinance, and that the legal j1 ;
position of the Native in the Reserves was that of a tenant-
at-will of the Crown. According to Hailey, this was "an un- j

1
fortunate instance of the application of terms of English !

i alaw to a situation which had no real parallel with that law.")
In 1930 the Reserves, which had finally been formally J 

gazetted in 1926, were declared to be "set aside for the !
j benefit of the Native tribes for ever" and were placed under |
I j
! a Native Lands Trust Board. The security of African tenure
| j
i received an additional statement in the Orders in Council !i I
| of 1938-39 (Native(Hlghlands) Order in Council, 1939; Kenya
! (Native Areas) Order in Council, 1939; Crown Lands (Amendment)i
I Ordinance No. 27 of 1938; Native Lands Trust Ordinance No. 28 
i of 1938) which implemented the main recommendations of the
! ,y
j  .Kenya Land Commission of 1933 headed by Sir Morris' Carter;

.  j

Native lands as a whole are to be styled not 
Crown Lands / since Africans had always claimed 
their own ownership/ but Native Lands, the 
nuda proprletas being deemed to be with the 

' native population generally, but vested in a
trust and subject to the sovereignty of the 

| Crown and its general powers of control. ^
; The following categories of land emerged: European Highlands,
1
! to be defined in the same manner as tribal reserves; Native 
! lands (Class A lands), the existing Native Reserves with 
! amended boundaries; Native Reserves (Class B lands), additions
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made to native lands on economic grounds; Temporary Native i
Reserves (Class B2 lands), additions made for reasons of a !

f
temporary character; Native Leasehold Areas (Class C lands), ! 
where a private form of tenure suitable for detribalized j

j natives would be made available; and Areas (D lands) in which ! 
j natives would have equal rights with other races in the j
j acquisition of land.

An important part of the Native Lands Trust Ordinance j
i! is section 70 which provides for the formal extinguishment I

! 1! of all native rights in land outside the boundaries of the I
,  i

| native areas. This applied especially to the European i
Highlands, chiefly in'the Klambu and Limuru areas, where the
Land Commission had established the fact that there were

| many Africans living on European-owned farms who had been in |
j i
! occupation long before the farms had been allotted for ; 10 
! European settlement.

With only slight restatement in 1Q44, these laws have , 
j constituted and defined the status of native land law and j
I 'vI custom, the rubric within which African tenurial .concepts 
] have been viewed until the 1950’s. This administrative acti ;
I of defining black and white tribal boundaries has not onlyi I
| set up a physical barrier to free movement for the acquiai- ,
| tion of land, but has imposed this peculiar racial pictureI '
; on the minds of the people of Kenya.

Both the Likuyu Land Commission of 1929 and the Carter ;
Commission were interested in examining and regularizing the

|

i various types of landholding which they had found to exist
\



within the Indigenous system. But since their investigations 
had no formal legal recognition at the time, we will discuss 
their findings in a subsequent chapter (VII) of this paper 
which will be concerned with the more informal pressures 
causing the evolution of native customary land law.

By the 1950*8, the Second World War, economic, and 
other pressures had given rise to increasing claims of land 
transactions Involving "individual freehold tenure" which 
demanded recognition. Sven in 19^8, Dr. Lucy Mair had 
warned that the Government must decide what type of trans
action the courts would uphold. She emphasised that this 
unavoidably meant influencing "the direction of culture ;

| change towards ends which j governmentsj consider socially
desirable, above all, preventing the destructive utilization

11| of land and its reckless alienation." In 1950 a Sub-
| Committee of the Kenya African Affairs Committee published
• t
: a report containing its proposals for devising some means j

12
| of providing a better title to land in the Native Land Units.

/y
| The group advocated the creation of a "special title" with 
certain restrictions as to sbu-division and Inheritance. The

i

title would set out the holder's rights in the land as they
j existed at the time under customary law. Since there were noI ' ' ;
j Prior methods for reorganization or consolidation of un-
; economic holdings, these recommendations could only protect j
I some of the land which had not already suffered from the
! evils of fragmentation and unec 'comic sub-divi3ion - a draw-| I
I back recognized by the Sub-Committee. Moreover, the members



wished to make it i
i

i perfectly clear that we in no way advocate as J
i  an ultimate objective the issue of individual j
I titles to all land in the Native Land Units j
j /.’and that / the written title would clearly
| state that it in no way interferes with the
I statutory vestment of land in the Native Lands
! Trust Board. ,,! IP
| Obviously there had been as yet no break-through of the |
j existing legal framework within which African land law could j
| evolve.
it
! The Mau ilau Emergency and the promulgation of the |

i

I Svynnerton Flan described in Chapter 11 of this paper re- j
! volutlonized the atmosphere as well as the landscape. The 1
'Conference on African Land Tenure in East and Central Africa
, held at Arusha, Tanganyika in February, 19^0 could say:
• We feel that where it is a question of providing

legal backing for policies which are already 
being put into effect in the field, it 13 of 
utmost importance that legislative action should 
be taken without delay. The ideal to aim at 
would undoubtedly be a statutory land code and 
an adjudication and registration of titles 14
ordinance for each territory suited to local need̂ .

and have this followed in October of that year ,lpty the issuance
i j

of the Native Land Tenure Rules - based on Part II of the
I # :
Sudan Registration Ordinance - to govern the process of 
systematic adjudication. Throughout the period from consoli- I 

; dation to final registration and issuance of title under the 
Swynnerton Plan, no legal sanction to the operations existed. !

j ;
The entire scheme was still open to anyone to appeal to the

j, native courts against any supposed Injustice under the new
i
; system. These Rules proved to be a very satisfactory instru-
i

’ ment for the practical execution of the Plan, although the



unwelcome expedient had to he adopted of suspending any land ! 
suits in the native courts (save in exceptional cases) during 
the transitional period through the African Courts (Suspension

i
of Land Suits) Ordinance of January, 19137- iiiThis historical survey serves as a background for an 
examination of the meaning and implication of the Ordinance ! 
Mos. 2? and 23 of 1959- As proposed by the Working Party on i

■ African Land Tenure in its Report 1937-1933 and later enacted i! t
; with only minor changes, the Native Lands Registration Ordi- j  

j nance, the Land Control (Native Lands) Ordinance, and the j 

| Land Titles (Amendment) Ordinance 3et out a procedure and a 
. lav for the ascertainment and record of cle facto rights plus
a formal and modern system of registration of title. Titlesj

- are not only given a legal f ;rco and definiteness which 
' native law, from its very nature and obsolescence, could not 
give, but also the certainty and indefeasibility of the
: English registration system together with its simplicity as
! 15■ the source of title and moans of transfer. There is no! !
1 grant of title to Africans (they have consistently' maintained i 

that the land was theirs); registration will simply confer on i 
j  their de facte right a legal force. Land so registered will :
■ be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the Native Lands Trustj

Board (thus superseding native law and custom for this 
.expandable group of landholders) and will fall under the 
same purview as that regulating European settler land. Any 
litigation involving this land v. .11 be handled in the Suprem^ 
Subordinate Courts, not in the African Courts. In fact,
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controlled alienation of African land (through leases) to j 
other-tribal Africans and non-Africans, ono of the moot con
troversial aspects of tho entire land tenure revolution and 
ono of tho strongest recommendations of the East Africa Royal 
Commission, now ha3 legal sanction.

The Land Control Ordinance 3ets up Provincial Control 
Boards, which have consent or refusal powers over interracial 
transfers of land, and District Control Boards consisting 
almost entirely of local Africans whose consent must be ob
tained for any land transactions. Tho aim 13 to prevent un-

i
economic fragmentation of registered land again talcing place, j

I
but also to prevent accretion of unduly largo holdings and 
misuse in general of tho powers which statutory individual !
tenure gives. Thus there 13 an attempt to maintain sorno !
sort of "community,f control of the traditional kind at this
time .

The British have been perplexed as to'how to transform 
their early Crown Lands idea legally within the English legal 
system. Their puzzlement was due to the fact that’ typos ->f 
indigenous tenures were never acknowledgod'as falling within 
the category of "recognized private title" of English lav and 
tliu3 outside the definition of Crown L^ds . This solution 
previously described which they havo adopted allows a re
conciliation between tho rights of the Crown as sovereign 
and those of the African both as occupier and inhabitant of 
the country. Without offending any sensibilities and without 
any formal act, the Crown has divested itself of its r>hts^
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Thus native ‘'communal tenure", fulfilling the appropriate 
prerequisites, can actually be recognized as the "individual 
freehold title" which it had come to approximate in most waya 
The legal device is ingenious and has constitutional appli
cability far beyond Kenya, as does the Svynnerton Plan.
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14 Arusha Conference, p. IS.
15 L. Branney, "Commentary on the Report of the Working 

Party on African Land Tenure in Kenya 1957-58," Journal 
of African Administration, XI (October 1959)> p.~2l6.

! . j1 16 In his commentary on the Report of che Wor-icing Party, Mr. I 
! Branney answers very effectively, I think, the criticisms ! 
I leveled against the new Ordinances and describes their 
I provisions regarding: emancipation from native law; the 
j dangers of freel.oic t^tle (he mentions the saloguards

embedded In the new law); alienation to non-Africans; the 
! problem of joint ownership and subdlvidlon cf holdings;lesser interests in land, ex. customary tenancies such 

as the a hoi -f the Kikuyu. To my mind, as to his, the 
gravest danger is that these Ordinances may have the 
effect of fixing and permanently "sterilizing" all rights.: 

! in land which, at the time of registration, have not
| developed into near--ownership. .It is hoped that Para-
! graph 119 under Chapter XlV-Common Land and Land Set

Apart Under the Native Land Trust Ordinance (p. 51 of the 
Report of the Working Party on African Land Tenure 1957- 

i (Nairobi T;J5<0) will provide tie scene for ''future
1 allocation to individuals when circumstances 3 0 require,"
; as specified in the law.

I •

V
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IV. East Africa Royal Commission 1953-1955 Report
I ;iI While the Swynnerton Plan was inlts initial stages, ■! 1
the now famous East Africa Royal Commission (Sir Hugh Dow, j

; Chairman; Sally Herbert Frankel, Arthur Gaitskell, Rowland |
! . Ii S. Hudson, Daniel T. Jack, Frank Sykes, Sir Frederick Seaford,;
and Chief Kldah Makwaia) was meeting to prepare a report !(
which, since its publication in 195.b> has been widely quoted : 
as well as contested. One of the really significant colonial

' papers in recent times, the Royal Commission Report achieved j
i !: notariety by its fresh approach to the complex economic pro-
' blems of the region, by its refusal to be bound by the older <
agricultural concepts which had notably failed to solve the
dilemma.

I

It called for a complete economic reorientation. Of
prime importance was a basic alteration of the present pattern
of land tenure among Africans by gradually breaking down the 
stultifying restrictionism that is implicit in a laiicl re
servation policy based ultimately on racial, exclusiveness.

We think that there is no hope of progress for
its devolo . . % . »•* *•* O  JL J . A U V  J J  O c . s an IntegratedKenya except b;

economic unit. By the present policy of ex
clusive tribal reservations, and under the 
various obligations by treaty agreement and formal 
declaration of which ve were instructed to Take 
account in our deliberations, Kenya in particular 
hes been divided up into a number of watertight 
compartments, none of which is or can be made 
economically sel f-auffi civ.nl, and the frustra
tions of the last twenty years have been largely 
due to tie failure to recognize that fact. It 
Is therefore that we think It necessary to en- 
c.n.râ e the Lieuking down tribal and racial 
boundaries, and td replace them by confirming
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I individual titles to land where they exist
I and to encourage their acquisition where they
| do not. i
f

j The group examined tie "dilemma of security" which under 
! traditional land tc: uru and use required constant availability 
i jf new lands, W> lie re co £ ni z :* ng that, the Colonial Governmental 
i were anxious to preserve among Africans that, form of security 
; which prevailed where each i n d i v i d u a l  had access to land in 
; his own tribal area for subsistence purposes, they noted two 
I important qualifications. Not only are tribal restrictions
I on economic mobility a serious impediment to economic advance,! 
j but also the growth of the population has seriously under-
' i

i mined the static •security’ which the tribal subsistence !
2 '

economy provided. Previous'commissions and special enquiries
had failed to realize the difficulty of reconciling the

i principle of non-disturbance of customary land tenure with
the need to increase African production.

Tribal and...racial rigidities affecting land i
have in many parts of hast Africa brought about 
a situation of increasing tension, the .basis of 

, which is fear. Those who occupy land;.̂ fear that
i they may lose it or be deprived of it"’ without I

compensation and with no opportunity to purchase other land in its place. Those who have no 
land fear that they will never be able to acquire j 
it. Thus those who occupy land cling to it ir- j
respective of their ability to use it properly.

, Those who have too little land for proper
economic production on modern methods cannot 
easily extend their holdings, while those who 
have too much are not permitted to dispose of 
it for economic purposes at its appropriate 
price without consulting authorities, whose 
D?!CISTOn v* 13 not bo mode on the basis of eco- 

i nomic considerations but on the basis of the I
! “Id conceptions of tribal, clan, or family

security. ,
\
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The Commission feels that the rigidities of African tribal 
society are, in the last resort, political rigidities; and !
that this political authority, where it is obstructive, must j  

not be allowed to hamper the fullest possible development of j
i

modern economic institutions. Tribal and racial barriers
ihave prevented the migration of skill, enterprise, and

* iIj capital, have prevented large-scale development of mineral |
I 1J and agricultural wealth, have retarded the development of 
communications, and have restricted markets for local indus-

4trial and specialized agricutlrual and export products.
J For the goal of expanded productivity, a new conception of1
! land rights and tenure is essential.

i| Policy concerning the tenure and disposition of land
j should aim at the individualization of land ownership, and 
l.at a degree of mobility in the transfer and disposition of 1
land which, without ignoring existing property rights, will

5i enable access to land for its economic use. Land need for
1 subsistence production is to be abandoned as the criterion
;
\ on which claims to land are to be entertained. The'-’economic

no longer
security of the society/depends on the subsistence which 

; each individual attempts in isolation to wring from the 
: environment with the unaided efforts of the family or kinship 
group. Rather, it is contingent upon a combination of the 
highly specialized efforts of the community as.a whole. In 
parts of East Africa land is already acquiring a monetary 
value due to the impinging market economy "despite the fact 
that there is no general £egal recognition of land sales and
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and no legal means of registering freehold ownership on
6

tenant rightB."
For the security which rests on tribal exclu
siveness, or on customs which prevent dealings 
with land as a negotiable asset, is the illu
sory security of the subsistence economy with- ' 
in which no economic advance is possible. „ ii ‘ j

! From this and the statement of the Arusha Conference
I ■ !quoted on page 44 of this paper, it seems obvious that the
Swynnerton Plan was initiated without clear and decisive I| )

! thought as to the direction in which its results should most
i| desirably lead. Freehold tenure for Africans was still 
looked upon by many with a large degree of apprehension, and 
mobility of transfer was seen to have the gravest of con
sequences. In this atmosphere, the publication of the Royal j 

Commission Report was of great psychological import. Its j; I
j combination of ingredients, and the general public and private 
| reaction to this bombshell, probably acted as a catalyst on !
i ;j the indecislveness of the Kenya Government and the Colonial j 
Office. The Commission appealed for interpenetration of 
lands and vitiation of racial and tribal exclusiveness. It j 
proposed alienation of land to any Kenyan (controlled, at ! 
least at first) whatever his race on the basis of economic 
criteria. Finally, it was eager to instill a general psycho-

|
| logical reorientation regarding land by stripping it steadily!
of its racial implications which had caused great tension !

! and frustration especially among the more competent and 
active African farmers. Top priority should be given to a j 

; country-wide view by adopting a policy emphasizing the use !
\
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t

to vhlch land Is put and not the protection of the Interests I!
j of particular communities. j
| While his reaction was generally favorable, the Governor;
f  !

| of Kenya, Sir Evelyn Earing, felt i
j it would be most injudicious for the Kenya j
! Government to try to move faster than public j

opinion allowed towards the breaking down of j
1 tribal and racial boundaries, particularly I

those boundaries which distinguish the various 
areas of land assigned to separate communities J 
and separate tribal groups ... ./_ Moreover.! we '

| feel that the Commission have under-estimated
the probable psychological Impact of the eco- \
nomic changes suggested and that the time is <
not yet ripe for the removalof those safeguards 
which have been developed over the last half ;
century, q

Indeed, one wonders who is to lead if the Government abdicates'\ ;
i; this role. For surely the pattern of the past has not been 
| an epitome of success. Moreover, the Commission itself has 
inot minimized the new problems which must be faced or the
i

: safeguards which must be erected. But it has explicitly 
, tried not to allow the dangers to block out from consideration
I a new conceptual approach which it regards as so vital at
\ this time.

Thus the Report of the East Africa Royal Commission
Ij played an essential factual but especially pivotal psycho-
! logical role. "The central theme running through all the
recommendations is that a more willing acceptance and a
j greater stimulation of economic forces provide .the keys not
! only to the economic, but to tbe human problems besetting 
! ,9i the area." In the absense of proof to the contrary, it can 
 ̂be regarded as the persistent catalyst which precipitated the

\
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i legal brealc-through already described as wall os the October, j
1959 decision regarding the "White Highlands" which will be

i| reviewed in Chapter V. j
! !
1
j

1 FOOTNOTES

1 East Africa Royal..., p. 56.
; 2 Ibid., p. 50.
*
’ 2 Ibid♦, p. 51.
1
; 4 Hance, p. 196.
! 5 East Africa Royal.,., p. 346.

6 Ibid.. p. 49.
; 7 Hance, p. 209.

8 Despatches from the Governors of Kenya, Uganda, and
Tanganyika and i'rom the Administrator, East Africa High 
Commission, commenting on the Hast Africa Royal Commi
ssion 1953-1953 Report (London 1956. Cmd. 9601). pp. 2,4.

. 9 Hance, p. 196.
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V. The White Highlands Decision of 1959

Contrary to its fluctuating policy regarding African
i land status, tenure, and use, the British Government's iI !
i !| position on the alienated area set aside for European settle- ■:
1 ment - known as the European or White Highlands - has been j

j consistent over a long period of time. Already in 1903 Lord
I |j Elgin, while placing no legal restrictions on any part of the
community, laid it down that as a "matter of administrative j

convenience" grants of land in the uplands should not be !1
j made to Asiatics. This restriction was subsequently ex- 
j tended "for convenience" to cover the African population. ,
| For fifty years, the Settlers themselves havo generally been
i !
| in agreement on their two paramount aims: preservation of 
; the White Highlands and maintenance of European political 
domination. To tr.e European the Highlands are u symbol of 

| xiis position in the territory and his right to live, among 
his own people, a life of the kind to which he has b$6n used,l >!

1 To the Indian the White Highlands are a symbol of racial ex-
| elusiveness and intolerance. To the African the sight of un-
, developed land which he may not purchase must be galling,
particularly if he lives in an area such as Kltcuyu which is 

2
i over-crowded. The bitterness and sense of Injustice felt 
by the African might be generalized into a retort such as:
, What possible justification have the British had for keeping 
Kenya land half-cultivated in the offchance that some English*: 
ttan, Italian, or Norwegian may want to take Borne of it over

X
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KENYA LAND STATISTICS 
as of 31 December 1953

CROWN LAND (including African priority
areas, National Parks, Crown 
land earmarked for natives,
and water)....................  153.518 sq.miles

AFRICAN LAND (including 751 sq.miles of
forest, 36 sq.miles of 
alienated land, and 36 sq.
miles of water).............  52,271 sq.miles

LAND ALIENATED (including municipalities,
townships, and Government
Reserves)............ ..... 13.993 sq.miles

CROWN FORESTS............... ............... 5.173 sq.miles

TOTAL AREA OF KENYA 22^,960 sq.miles
COLONY AND
PROTECTORATE

4/
(HIGHLANDS - 16,196 sq.miles, included above') 1 I

1 Great Britain. Colonial Office Report on .Kenya for 1958 
(London 1959), p. 33-

i
X



some day ? It is because possession of.the power position 
enables the dominant segment to structure the norms and
values of the operating society, that one group wants desper- j 
ately to hold on to its status while the other groups wanti

1 equally to break into it.
| Unquestionably, the economic value of the Settlers*
J contribution has been and continues to be very great. Never-
i| theless, when a mythology grows up to justify the prolongatiorl
of racial exclusiveness in one area, one may with reason j

»
examine some of the basic assumptions of this superiority. j
A signal concern of the Kenya Government has always been to 

; secure "beneficial occupation" of the land. And it has beenI I
i  j

i the contention of the Settlers that their agricultural know- j 
i  '
ledge and technical skill enables them to maintain high
standards of development and land U3e . Of course this is

| true in many cases, but not invariably or necessarily so. It'
i ,  i! is obvious and ha3 been ouenly admitted that there is a
j  *  i
| sizeable portion of undeveloped land in the Kenya Highlands.
At the time of the Kenya Land Commission, 2 7.5£ of "the 10,345 | 

; square miles alienated to Europeans was not in use; in 1Q44 j 
j  only 1,330 of the 2,031 square miles in the Highlands suitablet
! for cultivation were actually under cultivation; and in 1959

less than one-seventh of the agricultural acreage was under
crops. Meek affirmed that "the amount of undeveloped land
is so extensive that the Government has been considering the

3necessity of introducing a tax on undeveloped land." It is i 
the existence and sight of such lands that has created the

i

\
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frustration so often reported to the East Africa Royal j
| Commissioners.

Moreover, a strong case for the modification of the
j present pattern of European settlement might be made on purely!
j agrarian and economic grounds. One writer feels that "most j
of the White Highlands are under farmed, understocked, and I4 !

| only too often badly farmed." Rewcliffe further feels that
; many Settlers embarked on a deliberate policy of 'land-mining1
! for quick porfits. And be asserts that this Is a widespread
practice today with large areas still being cropped continu-

: ously with wheat or maize, producing diminishing; yields year
by year, with livestock maintained on the unploughed portion '! {
of the land. Afurther point is that the system of large- '

I
| scale farming is seriously retarding the full agricultural !
i ;! development of tho area. This is because the Settlers have
■ I
| neither the capital, the trained labor, the experience, the ■i iIj numbers or, usually, the desire to increase productivity j
! and conserve their soil by a changeover to e system ofi \' ibalanced mixed egricutlure and husbandry.

In 1 955 Commissioner L.G. Ircup made an "inquiry into
.5 :the General Economy of Farming in the Highlands. Fls j

findings supported implicitly and often explicitly many of j 
the points made by Mr. Rewcliffe and others. Troup re- '

| commended reducing the sire of the farms frcffi an average of
: over 2,CC0 acres to between 400 and i,COC as ar, optimumI s #Ij holding (and certainly breaking up those of 5,COO-JO,000 
j acres, though there are few in this category). lie would



increase the number of cattle, sheep, pigs, and poultry to
! make full use of the ley and permanent grass (he saw an in-i
| crease of as much as in 10 years as desirable), and
require more intensive agricultural training at Lgerton
College in Kenya. Finally he recommended increased immigra-

6
; tion - a policy certain to displease Asians and Africans.
. Clearly all of Kenya was faced with serious agricultural (not
i| to mention political, racial, and psychological) problems, 
although the deterioration and misuse of African lands had 
progressed to a far more alarming extent.j

j Reacting to the psychological .importance as veil as to
| the purely logical economics of the situation, the Kenya 
| Government sent to the Legislative Council on October 13, 
j  1959 as historic and highly controversial proposal to openi
j the V.hite Highlands to Asians, Africans, and any others of
! 7! proved competence as farmers. The most revolutionary part
i1 of the new proposals is that there vr11 be a definite state- 
; me i.t of policy that leases of land in the Highlands/-are toi ' '
| be made according tc farming capacities of would-be tenants, 
j not their race. Appeal on denial ox land could be made to
! the Governor. The new standards would be strict since the!
| aim is to improve the standard of farming as well as to re- 
* dues discrimination.I
j The Sessional Paper which contained the-se welcome re-
; commendations made specific mention oi the imp,act of the
i • 8Last Africa Royal Commission Report. W ith o u t  doubt it was 1
1 its bold abandonment of the traditional policy of land re-
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I 3ervation and safeguarding of special group interests in the
i
i face of their patent failure as solutions vhich enabled and,
indeed, almost necessitated an emotional reorientation to

i! land ideology. Following its plea to look et land as a 
■ national economic asset, the Government made tl-e goals of
1 the Svynnerton Flan meaningful and desirable by the recog-
iI nit Ion In modern legal terms of African rights in native 
lands. And in turn, the logic demanded a change In the 
Highlands policy.

| The Parer proposes first that all holders of 999 year
leases be able to buy full freehold of their lend for the 

, equivalent of 20 gears’ lent; anc that there be no change
i
’ for ?o year leases or f>r ron-ngricultural land. If agri-
i

, cultural laird is cenvoi ted for industrial ;r residential|
' use, freehold will bo surrendered for short Crown Leases to 
' provide the needed flexibility f.-r public planning and
j' development.

In tic second place, the Li: 1 lands and Land Control
I J; Boards, previously advising the Governor and actually con-
j

| trolling land transfers, will disappear. L-stead, a system 
of tve-tiered arcs control boards, chosen bj agricultural 

| committees, will be set up to control land transactions. A 
1 Land Trust C or; oration will be constituted tolely to scru- 
i Unite proposed transfers cl free!.eld tstwoea -peop-las of 
i different races. If it does not sanction a transfer, it will 
! be obliged to assumo the freehold itself and issue a 999 year
leaso to the "t^er.’’ As meat u Of lv O be lore, the native Lands

\



Trust Board will be stripped of Its ’protective ' and 'control'.
i

functions for advanced areas of native lands and reorganized 
to contain a majroit.y of Africans, one Asian, and one European

iIt will retain its present functions in more backward areas.
And last a Central Advisory Board - sly Europeans, six 

Africans, five Asians, and one Arab - will be created to i
advise the Governor on carrying forward the new land policy j 
and on future changes of policy affecting land. '

iIf conscientiously adopted, these proposals will end 1
the sanctity of the White Highlands. There Is optimism that
the emotional sting will at last be drawn from the histori- j
cally tense land problems v/hoso most volatile and violent
expression has been the Mau Mau movement. Sufficient controls
remain to assure the maintenance of high farming, .standards,
and "to ensure for all Kenyans the host use of tho land, i

wherever it may be, as a national asset regardless of race,
10

creed and tribe." This completes a description of the
substantive changes between 195^ and IQbp. A short summary i

, y  jwill bring the revolution into sharper focus before this 
paper takes up a study of some of its legal and political 
ramifications. I
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VI. The Legal and Economic Revolution between 195*1 and 1959 !
I1

In the pro aeodln^ chap burs the nature and scope of what 
nas been termed the legal and economic "revolution" in Kenya 
between 19M and 1J39 have been exam-ned in seme detail. As 
suggested, the problem in Kenya is also largely psychological-;i
the barriers to economic progress often being emotional pro- !
concept-ono and predilections. The Lime BOcmea ripe for the j<

exposure of the various concatenated historical factors to 
the catalytic action of the new-to-Kenya economic ideology ! 
of the East Africa Royui Commission. ;

Crucial in the Kenya situation is lend. Because of its jj i
i particular significance to African, Asian, and European, its
ij tenure and use is peculiarly susceptible to manipulationI
! and coutiol (directly or indirectly; by economic, legal, and 1! i
i administrative political foioea. bo tightly interwoven are !
i !these three factors that the complex situation seemed im- j
pervious to solution save by some ingenious new device,; Agri-

1 Ij cultural acumen often served as a veiled racial justification !I . |
to the European for his continued economic exclusiveness and j

dominance on which his political power was based. By i
| commanding poi-ticai power, i.e. the mechanism for initiating ;

3ocial change, the European Hoped to keep the pace of this
change within hi* own control, implicit, perhaps uncon-

! sciousiy this writer thinks, in tne bwynnerton flan was the {! !i ;
; desire to sweep away this foundation upon which differential 
development ana tenurial institutions had been rationalised.V
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The Kenya Government and Colonial Office decision to re- j

cognize African individual tenure and sale of land which had j
I evolved, and to aim at a gradual healing of the duality of 
I ' ;
| land lav in Kenya marked a radical departure from the former ;
I jj reserve policy within which only recognized native lav and
1 custom was to receive official sanction. The 195b Ordinancesl ‘ i!j put a small but expanding segment of the African populace on
I a legal and agricultural basis equal to that of the EuropeanI■Settler. To make this revolution meaningful and .just in |
! |! national terras, intense emphasis has been placed upon theI t
| teaching and practice of modern and highly productive farm I
; planning techniques. The Sessional Paper outlining the pro-i !
, posals for the Highlands and Ordinance Nos. 27 and 28 of 1959 :
! wore the culmination of the new agricultural opttern.
! ' ! j It is difficult to evaluate the exact significance of
the economic core w5tb such little historical perspective
and from such great geographical distance. The enthusiastic

t response would seem both general and genuine, but there is
; 'Vundoubtedly an unavoidable bias in the materials available!
here for study. Only familiarlty v! th the personalities 

: caught up on the movement and with the actual scone can un
ravel the personal bias, if any, contained in the remarks of 
members of the Kenya Legislative Council during derates on !
economic policies. For those reap~ns this paper will again 

; forsake contemporaneity.
i| Nonetheless, the real \nl\xe of this study will not
; suffer greatly since a chief con'-dm in an examination of



some of the general legal and political repercussions and 
implications of the basic economic revolution. To this the 
next chapters of the essay will turn.



VII. Direct and Indirect Legal Implications

Already mentioned in some detail have been the formal 
| legal ramifications of a quite astonishing agricultural j
| revolution centered around land tenure and use. Also j

i sparked was the unification of a previously dual law regarding
i! land. What happens in any area of the world when an alieniI »I culture imposes itself upon an Indigenous population and ,! i
1 attempts to regulate the relations of a mixed people ? Study 
of culture conflict has long occupied colonial administrators .

; '  j; and anthropologists - among others - but it is jnly more 
! recently that these people and legal scholars in the AfricanI
field have begun to Investigate the nature of African lav,
Its evolution, and especially the concrete results of its 
contact with European legal systems.

Not only did the British colonial government bring its 
own English civil land law to Kenya, but it brought or 
created its own court structure to uphold these la^S. For 
that sector of the population which did not fall under the 
jurisdiction of English law, a separate and lower system of 
courts was instituted. Throughout East Africa this pluralism 
is made more complex by the presence of Muslim law; but 
since its influence in Kenya is most prominent only in the 
coastal and several urban areas, we shall restrict our dis
cussion to the dichotomy between African customary law and 
English-derived law, not stressing the particularistic de-

i

\
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I tails of either, but concentrating on their interaction and !, i
the implications for a nev legal synthesis. Thus ve have a j

i dual law and dual courts, which have created certain con-
1 i' ditions under which the two cultural and legal patterns may ! 
meet, and placed certain limitations on the evolution of the ! 
subordinate legal system. ,

| Contrary to some opinion, native law and custom re- j! ii
garding land was not static. It did evolve - though slowly j

i  jand at differential speeds in various areas. What role did
European legal concepts actually play in this evolution ?
Was their Influence felt directly through the courts ? Or 
was .the pressure a more Indirect and subtle one through the 
personal medium of the administrative officer ? Did admini
strative influence always point in one direction, e.g. always , 
toward a greater introduction of Western concepts and pro
cedures, or were there alternative approaches ? Though the 
research material outside of Kenya is not extensive (much 
priceless Information doubtless reposes in the files of

'Y  ;District Officers), some tentative answers are possible. j
, The legal repercussions from the economic revolution j
in the field of land law have had and will have further I
reverberations in other spheres of native customary law, for 
example those regarding inheritance, succession, and wills. i
The replacement of some customary land law by statutory ;
regulations will of course alter the power and prestige I

: position of those traditional elders who act as administrators 
i and trustees of family, clan, or tribal land. But more

\
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j  important, such a significant removal from the traditional 
j  purview may sap the vitality of native law and custom itself J 
I both directly and more indirectly through the further altera- I
! Ij tion of the social system in which the older pattern had j
thrived and around which it was oriented.

Concluding the chapter will be a short summary of the ! 
j formal and informal ramifications of the changes initiated j 
i between 195^ and 1959* j
i |
i *#***#»*#«***»*****# j

The hierarchy of the court structure in a pluralistic 
legal and cultural milieu can be a factor of major importance iin determining the degree and speed of interpenetration of ! I

i legal principles themselves as well as of alien techniques 
; and procedures. The pattern in Kenya has fluctuated slightly, 
i at different periods of colonial control. This must bo
traced since such policy decisions reflect the roles which

! :
■ officials envisage indigenous and non-indigenous law as
i  'Vplaying at that time and for an unspecified future--'period. I

At the apex of the court organization has always been
| the Supreme Court with full jurisdiction, both civil and !

)
criminal, over all persons and all matters in the Colony, !
"including Admiralty jurisdiction arising on the high sea and |
elsewhere and subordinate courts constituted under the pro- !

i ! ̂visions of the Courts Ordinance." This court and its law I
' are the ultimate sanctions in Kenya Colony. Appeal from the j
| decisions of the Supreme Court lies to the Court of Appeal ,

I

X



for Eastern Africa and thence to the Privy Council in London, 
j The basic law is the common law, the doctrines of
iequity, and the statutes of general application in force in
ii England on August 12, 1897 subject to the necessary qualifl-
| cations of the circumstances of the Colony and its inhabitanti
l Again quoting from the 195& Kenya Annual Report:
j The enacted law of the Colony consists of

Imperial Orders in Council relating to the 
. Colony, certain English and Indian Acts

applied wholly or in part, and Ordinances of 
j  the local legislature and regulations and
; rules made thereunder....In all civil and

criminal cases to which Africans are parties, 
every court is guided by native law so far as 
it is applicable and is not repugnant to justice 

' and morality or inconsistent with any Order in
Council, Ordinance, regulation or rule made under any Order inCouncil or Ordinance, and 
decides all such cases according to substantial 
justice without undue regard to technicalities 
or procedure. 2

! Enactments of the local legislature comprise the largest past 
of the statutory law administered by the Supreme Court 
structure; what has been described above as the original or

: basic law has tended to assume the character of a "residual
, y

law, still operative within certain limited .fields (as for 
i example the law on contract and of tort), but providing

3! elsewhere guiding principles rather than substantive law."
: In addition, there is considerable subsidiary statute law,
in the form of Rules made by the Native Authorities under 

: statutory sanction, and unwritten customary law embodying 
primarily the personal law of the various indigenous commun- 

: ities - both of which categories are administered by the 
| African Courts.
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Beneath the Supreme Court are Subordinate Courts which
are presided over by Magistrates, that is, administrative
officers of the Government of Kenya acting in their judicial,
not executive or administrative, capacity. The rank (first,
second, or third class) of the subordinate court and its
jurisdiction generally depend on the rank of the Magistrate 4
presiding. In addition there are Muslim Subordinate Courts 
which are presided over by Liwalis, Cadis, or Mudirs (these 
are Muslim officials with either wholly judicial or a com
bination of executive and judicial functions).

Below these are the 146 African Courts most of which 
are located in the native lands although there are urban 
courts in Nairobi Extra-Provincial District,and each larger 
township in the settled (i.e. European) areas has its own 
African Court. The governing ordinance is the African 
Courts Ordinance of 1951 which specifies that the Courts 
shall consist of benches of Elders appointed by the Pro
vincial Commissioner concerned and shall have jurisdiction

' 7

only over Africans. In civil matters the Courts administer 
native customary law, but they also have fairly extensive 
criminal jurisdiction and are authorized to hear charges 
under a considerable number of Ordinances. Their recent

i growing familiarity with statutory enactments as well asun- '
i

i written customary law has been accelerated- by the exigencies 
of the Mau Mau Emergency and the need t' relieve the Magis- [ 

i trate Subordinate Courts of the more routine judicial matters. 
| The African Courts are supervised by Administrative Officers,
1 X
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the District Officer and Provincial Commissioner, although 
I their powers of revision and transfer of cases to other 
courts are now Bhared with the newly instituted Provincial
African Courts Officers and the African Courts Officer for |

i
i the Colony as a whole, who Isa member of the Ministry of
t
I African Affairs of the Government of Kenya. This officer 
! receives the monthly reviews for all courts. These reviews 
operate as an automatic appeal on behalp of every convicted 
person.

j  The 1951 Ordinance made provisions for a new hierarchy
! of appeal. A case in the first instance between AfricansItj goeB to an African Court, then to an African Appeals Court,
' then - with certain restrictions - to the District Officer.
and finally to a new Court of Review which is the highest ; 

j  and final appeal in the African Court system. The Chairman 
1 of the Court of Review is a person who has held, but does not i 
still hold, a high judicial office. Thus, unlike Tanganyika, 
where the Central Court of Appeal is at least presided over

1 ' ' V; by a Judge of the High Court of Tanganyika, the re--'is an 
absolute severance between the African Courts and the Supreme/ 
Subordinate Courts in Kenya. !: i

The path of appeal is the pivotal joint in the hier- I 
; archy. It determines whether the Colony will have an "in- !
: tegrated" or a "parallel" system of courts. J it Issue is !i !
; whether the non-indigencus courts and legal concepts will be 
; superimposed at the top with open legal channels down to the : 
i lowest tribal court, or whether the non-indlgenous and In-
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j !
1 digenoue systems will exist side by side in splendid isolation1. 
1 Clearly an ’’integrated" system in which decisions of the '5;  *

i  higher courts would be binding on all those subordinate to j»
j  it would foster more direct and immediate changes in the 
nature of the law administered throughout the entire hierarchy), 

i If one's aim were total legal assimilation or very conscious^- jI
I directed evolution - seen as ultimately more desirable and I
! more just although initially painful to the indigenous popu
lation during the transition - some degree of court integra
tion would he sought even though this might mean acute social ‘

idisorientation at the lower levels. Of course one may also j
t

favor a "parallel" structure as more immediately suitable to ' 
the tightly interwoven political-juridical-social African 
conditions and still envisage an ultimate unity of courts and 
law. Both have dangers. A lack of formal touch with Euro
pean legal concepts due to "parallel" court organization may j  

lead to frustration and tension deriving from on inability 
to obtain formal recognition for patterns evolved irv,.emulatlon 

\ of, or from direct economic contact with, Europeans'. The 
African Courts Ordinance of 1931 created a fully "parallel" 
pattern in Kenya. However, this has not always been so, and 
it is valuable to look at the change and its possible impli
cations .

Initially, the traditional tribunals, which received 
statutory recognition in 1S97 under the East African Pro- 

; tsetorate, were fully integrated with the main judicial 
system in that "there was a normal avenue of appeal from them
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to the Magistrates' Courts and the Supreme Court." ^ With
the Native Tribunals Ordinance of 1950, appeal moved from
the Native Tribunals of first instance to Appeal Tribunals,
to District Officer, to Provincial Commissioner, and finally
in only special cases to the Supreme Court. Ostensibly
these changes were introduced mainly to "cut down the tech-

,7nicalities and costliness in appellate courts. ' However, 
Phillips records the following comment in a case in the 
Court of Appeal for Eastern Africa some years later, when 
Abrahams, C.J. remarked:

This case, where a modest sum was claimed in 
the final resort, has passed through a series 
of vicissitudes and been investigated by a 
hierarchy of tribunals and other authorities 
to parallel which we might search the pages of Dickens Ln vain. Would it have been more 
mischievous and costly to have provided for 
the usual appeals granted in non-native cases ? g

One must note that the m a m  channel for control was
switched to the revisionary powers and appellate jurisdiction !

i! j! jf administrative officers rather than through judicial i
' personnel. One of the most compelling reasons foiythe change
\ J
i was stated succinctly to a Committee investigating native
land tenure in tCikuyu Province in 102y by Fort Hall Africans:

We are very much concerned ln our minds about 
land cases being taken in Nairobi and decided 
by judges who know nothing whatsoever about 
native law and custom and cannot understand 
the points in the cases. Judgements which 
have been given In the Native Reserves by the 
authorities on the spot, who do know the native 
law and custom, are revised on appeal on tech
nical points of English law which are entirely 
inapplicable. We ask that native land cases 
be removed from the jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court and placed under the District Commissioners.
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Although complaints about land lav vere perhaps more frequent 
j  because of their sociological significance, the logic ofIti placing control with officials who possessed more exact and 
sympathetic knowledge of African lav was equally pertinent 

j to other spheres of tribal litigation. In traditional society
| the lavij vas not enthroned as an absolute objective i
j standard by which the validity of any decision |
I could be tested; it was simply vhat the group, !

acting through Its representatives, and con- j

j strained by the 'weight of custom' decided. !
An individual could not appeal to 'the law' I
in defence of his 'rights'; for it did not 
guarantee such rights. In many native lang
uages there is no word for 'lav'. ;

| Implicit was a difference in outlook on the nature of justice j
! and the part to be played by the mac! inery-of justice in !
| maintaining the social order. The African juridical processI
! was more concerned to bring a disrupted social situation I
; back to some sort of new balance or equilibrium. It was j
| j

; arbitraticnal is form and rest!tutive rather than punitive j  

in motive. Consequently, an administrative officer would I
'V  \have far less trouble in reconciling these variation's in ii

I his approach than would e European trained In, and believing j ! |
i in, the efficacy of European legal concepts and procedures.
I Fear of disrupting the entire social organization during a
transitional period was thus a factor in the 1 9 3 0  change to ‘ j
only a "qua3 i - Integrated ” court hierarchy which, reached its
apogee in 1931 • 1i

| Such a colonial policy change implied certain assump-
i

i lions. Perhaps one was the conviction that there is some- j
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thing of value in the indigenous procedure for the adjudi
cation of disputes which must be preserved and even streng
thened to avoid the hazards of social collapse and to main-
tain the sanctions which enable the smooth functioning of a 
society and continued obedience to its norms and values, 

j In order to insure a degree of social stability, one tries 
to isolate an organism from too much outside pressure too 
quickly and hopes that it will evolve - slowly, if at all - 
within its own rubric, i.e. that of native law and custom. 
There may be uisdom in this approach, but only if the frame-

!| work is expressly stated to be transitional and if latitude
! and direction can be given to the Inevitable evolution of!
the indigenous law in some other way. Vithoxit this freedom, 
the end result may certainly be stagnation. But very much | more importantly It will mean chaos from the simultaneoias j 

; pursuit of various policies by different administrative 1
I I| officers and native councils, and frustration from the j
; arbitrary sutting short of the natural evolution of land law.
! -v  !j Blocking an evolutionary approach in one field will not | *
Insure social stability - for economic, political, and psycho-j

: logical factors cannot all be contained. Social disintegra- i
j tion is a legitimate concern, but all culture contact gives !
; I’ise to complex reorientation and reinstitutionalizing of 
! norms, and wisdom would seem to H e  in providing channels 
I for directed evolution. Tension may and die? become very
j  great in the event that seeming rnciel ^vert^oes are added •; I
| to the continued cl reams cript-1 on of r majority segment of |

i
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the population by the power of a colonial minority. Thus, 
the nature of the court structure in Kenya has placed the Iiburden on the more indirect channels for the guidance of 
native lav and custom., in this case especially land law.

Despite the formal legal limitations, there has been
a constant evolution of traditional land lav and custom
throughout the history of Kenya Colony. The complexity,
chaos, and uncertainty of the land situation by the raid-
twentieth century was largely a result of a lack of machinery
to recognize and implement the changes in tenure and U3Q
which had taken place. The vehicles for change in Kenya have '
been economic end demographic pressures, and the indirect
and more subtle influences of the native courts and native
councils (loco.l colonial administrative and executive agencies!)
directed along one line or another by the administrative
policies of District Officers.

Native land law is constantly being modified 
by the day-to-day decisions of the Native 
Courts which, based as they are on equity 
rather than on precedent, automatically-reflect the changes that occur unconsciously 
in the social and economic structure/ Native 
law is affected by the decisions of Admini
strative Officers who act as supervisors of 
Native Courts and themselves, in their own 
executive capacity, settle innumerable disputes 
concerning land. The decisions of British j
courts, the influence of English legal pro- I
cedure and English concept.) :.-ns of real pro- j
party, coupled with the use, in many areas, j
*jf English forms of conveyancing nil tend to !
modify the character of the native law of land. ^

It is only the final sentence which the Kenya court system j

has prevented from having its full effect. j
1
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From the beginning the Native Court has been an lnte- |
gral part of the Native Authority system largely because In j

iAfrican usage the sources of judicial and executive authority j 
are not separable. In Kenya, where inter-clan or -tribal j 
political organization was very loose or non-existent, clan 
elders (usually of a certain "age grade," the criterion of i
semiority and responsibility) informally arbitrated intra- j
clan disputes and guided the "self-help" techniques used in I
extra-clan or tribal altercations. Hailey feels that "much 
of the benefit that has accrued from the use of the Native

IAuthority system could not have been realized had not the 1
12

Native Court been a recognized part of its organization." 
Native Authorities were enabled to make Rules and Orders on ; 
matters vital to the welfare of the people (such as soil 
conservation or protection against famine) any breaches of 
which were brought to trial in the Native Courts.

Aside from this functional use, the Native Court 
system may provide a bridge for a reconciliation between the

•V .European-African legal dualism. This bridge may b'e con
structed in several complimentary ways. In the field of 
procedure, the courts may provide the regular means of 
adjudication of such civil law matters of land tenure, 
marriage, and succession (in the criminal field the British, 
like the French, may adopt a uniform Penal Co,de for Kenya as 
they did in India). The competency of the courts may be 
extended to include wider and wider jurisdiction of more 
statutory regulations. Or the personnel of the courts may

X
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be altered in the direction of the complete separation of 
the judicial and executive functions which is foreign to 
traditional practice. In Kenya the "Chiefs" have already 
been excluded from the tribunals, and many courts are pre
sided over by a permanent "President" who is assisted by a 

i "bench" of very qualified men. A complete "professionaliza- 
j  tlon" could lead to integration of Native Courts into the 
i Supreme/Subordinate Court hierarchy and a passing from theii; administrative into the judicial regime. However, the 
situation in Kenya is complex. The present court structure, 
as previously seen, vitiates this "bridge" function of the 
Native Courts, and there seem to be no immediate plans for a 
formal movement tov«rd structural integration. Further, until 
the 195^-1959 period, lack: of direction in the tribunals as 
to the nature of land tenure concepts to recognize made the 
situation even more fluid and uncertain.

It is among the Kikuyu that traditional land law has
evolved farthest from the concept of some sort of group

r/
rights and beneficial usufruct toward that of individual 
freehold tenure and irredeemable sale. Accordingly it will 

; be Instructive to examine briefly the history of the evolu- 
I tionary process in that area first. The Kikuyu Land Unit 
: comprises five main districts of the Central Province: Embu, 
Meru, Fort Hall, Nyeri, and Kiambu, with the Kikuyu tribe 
Itself inhabiting the last three. And even among the Kikuyu,

! those in Kiambu have moved farther toward individualization 
! and the breakdown of the glthaka system (the lthaka is the
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customary unit of land tenure) than those in Nyeri or Fort 
Hall. The Kiarabu Kikuyu claim to have bought their land by i
an irredeemable purchase from the Ndorobo hunters who pre- ; 
viously inhabited the district; they claim that this had j
begun to take place prior to the European arrival and indepen-;
dent of European influence. Apropos of this, the Kenya Land !

j
Commission of 1933 comments:

The time at which the Kikuyu ceased making pay- j
ments to the Dorobo in respect of the land is j
uncertain, but in the southern part of the dis- j 
trict the practice evidently continued until :
after Kinanjuri was chief and we regard it as j
probable that the idea was an innovation intro
duced by him and copied from Europeans. Never
theless, it is probable that in the northern part of the district the Dorobo had already 
become absorbed, or driven out, and payments, if they were ever made, had ceased. 13

"By a process which consisted partly of alliance and partner
ship and partly of adoption and absorption, partly of payment, 
and largely of force and chicanery," the Kikuyu had already 
absorbed or displaced the Dorobo by 1887. It seemed likely i 
to the Commissioners that what had passed from the Ndorobo 
to the Kikuyu was not a number of agrarian estates^ but a 
succession of seignories along the ridges of the countryside; 
that a glthaka system was so new in 1902, when land alienation 
to European settlers was begun in the Lirauru area and some 
of these lthaka were lost, that their existence was never 
mentioned to the officer who would have payed compensation. I 

After taking evidence on land tenure in the Kikuyu 
Province, the 1929 Committee concluded that native opinion 
was everywhere united in asking that the glthaka be recognized
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in the three Kikuyu districts. But vhile in Nyeri and Fort I
Hall the motive apparently vas that the lthaka should retain |
their essential character as land of a family group, which j
must be preserved for them, the motive in Kiarabu seems to |
have been that sub-division and sale should be facilitated

15and at least that lthaka should be registered. It has been
suggested by H.E. Lambert that, in their evidence before the j
192Q and 1Q33 Commissions, the Kikuyu were deliberately ■3.6
lying for political purposes. At stake was the basis of i
their claim that their own individually owned land had been j

ialienated for European settlement in the Highlands. Under
these circumstances they might well have felt that it was
necessary to claim that outright sale of land was customary
in Kiambu because of the Kikuyu purchase from the Ndorobo.
Nonetheless, Dr. L.S.B. Leakey, an eminent authority on the
Kikuyu, is absolutely certain that payments to the Ndorobo
Involved an Irredeemable transfer of land ownership equivalent

17to a sale of the freehold in our system. 1 V
V  \Whatever the exact legal or practical status./all the j

ICommissioners could at least agree that individual tenure II
was well in sight in 1933 in Kiambu Kikuyu, and that it i.  ̂ I
would be neither wise nor practicable to try and prevent it. 
The Land Commission stated that since the Government, by ... ■ 
the very act of governing, had created some of the outstanding 
land problems, it was not unreasonable to expect that the 
Government should take the lead in initiating a policy which 
could lead to a solution. It recommended that:

\
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the tenure of each reserve should he built on 
the basis of the native custom obtaining there
in, but that it should be progressively guided 

I in the direction of private tenure, proceedingthrough group and the family towards the In
dividual holding.

■ While we do not consider that either the Native
i Councils or the Native Tribunals should have the
! power to alter custom in respect of the tenure

of land, we can see some utility in the Native 
Council having the power, subject to the pre- j
scribed sanctions, to make a formal declaration j 

j that custom has become altered in any respect.
In this way, when a change in practice has been ! i adopted and has become customary with the main jj body of the natives, there would be a moans of |
proclaiming it, which would have some effect of !

j bringing the stragglers into line.i Idj
The Kenya Government, however, did not take an effective
position on the desirable direction of the evolution of
African land law. Ten years later Phillips could quote the
following from the report of a District Commissioner: j

The idea of private ownership, combined with out
right sale and purchase of land, has for many 
years been taking shape in the minds of Kiarabu 
Kikuyu....Hundreds, possibly even thousands of 
acres have changed hands by 'irredeemable sale' i 
during the past 10-15 years, and most of this 
has gone into the hands of a very few people, 
including chiefs, tribal elders and tha,educated 
minority.. .Native law and custom is nq'£ codified, 
n.r is it static, nor is there any authority 
duly empowered to adjust it to. changing conditions.1 

; It purports to he administered by the native tri- |
bunals, but the judgements of the tribunals have j 
never been recorded - merely the effect - and 
their frequent departure from the old law has too 
often passed unnoticed. Consequently although the Glthaka system is still recognized, it is 
bent or broken as occasion arises, to suit the 
will of the influential and the landless class 
is springing up in the reserve at- a far greater pace. lg

The position of the Local Native Councils and Native 
Tribunals in the evolution of traditional land law is am-

X
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bivalent. Although the legal powers of the Councils do not j
f

give them the specific function of making Rules which may I
j have the effect of defining or modifying native customary ji
j land tenure and law, some of the Councils have passed Re- 
; solutions which - despite the Governmental refusal to confirm 
! them and thus give them the force of byelaws - are neverthe- j
i I
i  * !i less accepted as valid and welcomed by the Local Native Tri- j
' bunals who are faced with a deluge of land litigation. The j
• Fort Hall Council passed a Resolution providing that all !
transactions for pledging land entered into before 1899

20
should be regarded as irredeemable. The Kiambu Local Native
Council has* passed a Resolution in favor of registration of 

i , |; land titles, the South Nyeri Council in favor of registering !
I

, all transactions including outright purchases (this was put J 
into action without being submitted to the Government, to ! 
supplement the system of voluntary registration which had 

j been adopted in Nyeri in 1942 after the recommendations of i
the 1929 Committee), the Fort Kail and Meru Councils in j

/'/ I| favor of registering transactions other than outright pur- J  
chase, and th9 Embu Native Council in favor of regulations

21 j
1 covering the relationship of landlords and tenants. Kiambu
, District has passed a resolution that land should not be iI
attached for debt.22 Many more col Id be cited. Although
these are illegal practices, it is obvious that they are 
having a very direct bearing on the development of the 

: customary Kikuyu law relating to landholding.
Among the Kamba, a Soil Conservation Resolution passed



I by the Machnk^s Loral Native Council in March, 1933, markedly |
i encouraged the development of an "ownership” concept regarding' 
i !
j  Iseee (gracing land) by requiring that all right]; olden?
should demarcate tho;ir holdings with a suitable material and/
or enclose by fences or hedges. Ibis made the kisese appear i
to be a much more defined and heritable object than :tt was |

23 jin its origin as exclusive grazing ground. The same author |' I
; mentions a Circuler ol' the Local Native Council of 30 October ! 
; 1^46 (MLNC/MISC/'•/!! .12) clarifying and extending the rules j 
! regarding sale nf land. vhich has become established case 
! lav enforced and welcomed by the Tribunals.

Clearly the point is made vithout- reiterating the |
t
i: numerous further references made by Lord Hailey even ten i

; years ago to similar types of occurrences over a. wider range i 
of land subjects in Coast, Rift Valley, and Nyansa Provinces.

1 Local Native Councils have made continual efforts to clarify 
the law for their Native Tribunals which are faced with an 
exploding number of land cases due to a combination of 

■ economic, political, demographic, and social pressures on a 
not-always-certain traditional land law. Regardless of the 
unrecogn Ized legal status of the changes, this path must be 
acknowledged as one of the avenues enabling informal evolu
tion of the law.

Another source of influence on the nature of tradition
al African law is the administrative officer. Phillips 
points out that both in their appellate and revisionary 
jurisdictions ns well as 'n the less formal character of

\



supervisory authority, this influence "is of the highest
Ii importance, and will undoubtedly continue for many years to
be a major factor in the guidance and education of the tri- 

24
bunals." He cites the ruling of the Provincial Commi3sionay 
Nyanza, that "land cases should only he heard as between one

j individual and another, and not between one clan and another" 
as an excellent example. Penwill mentions a 1937 clarifica
tion by a Machakos District Commissioner (which has since 
become established custom) that if land ha3 changed hands| I
and a consideration of reasonable value has passed in ex
change for it, the presumption is for outright sale rather !

25 !than paying as a borrower. Perhaps an obvious point is j

l

the Introduction of the concept of a land register. Thia ! 
English importation and the manner in which land is registered 
can often determine the nature of the rights which emerge i
thereafter. In addition, a number of Administrative Officers 
have drawn up "Guides" for the benefit of Native Tribunals 
In their districts which have been flooded with litigation

4t'arising from the transfer of land rights. In those there
a  r e

clauses dealing lii detail with the procedure 
to be adopted in issues involving the redemp
tion of pledges, or outright sale, or the re
lations of landlords and tenants, in particu
lar as regards the payment of compensation for improvements when a holding is resumed by the title holder. 26

In fact this paper has quoted from one such "Guido" of Kamba 
Customary Law prepared by Mr. Penwill.

Lacking any central governmental direction, a variety
X
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of policies have been espoused by district officers through
out the Colony as a result of personal preference and in-

| clination. Much of what follows regarding various and some-
| times conflicting land policies will be a summary and para-!
I phrase of material presented by Phillips. Some people en
visage the native reserves of the future as a patchwork of 
model smallholdings, and advocate a policy which would, in 
hastening the realization of this idea, cut right across 
native law and custom. Such a policy would necessitate a 
process of enclosures, the complete readjustment of boundarie 

: the assurance of absolute security to the individual small-
tIj holder, the prevention of fragmentation by the application 
i of primogeniture to land inheritance (at the expense of the 
I growth of a large landless class) and a host of other legal 
consequences inseparable from the introduction of European 
ideas of individual land tenure./ Of course many, but not 

j all of these policies have been initiated in the more ad-
i vanced areas tempered in spirit by a retention of some of
; ■ I " 'Yj the older concepts.)

Mr. Colin Maher, in 19^5 the Officer in Charge of the 
So'tl Conservation Service, saw in the ''nationalization of 

: tribal lands," the establishment of collective farms, the
employment of modern technical and capital resources, the 
absorption of surplus rural population in industry, etc. as 
the only hope of a satisfactory solution to Kenya's land 

; problems. He felt this was also more in harmony with f  
i basic African concepts of landholding. Along ther

i
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Margery Perham felt that it might prove unfortunate if 
British African Governments should succeed in pressing their 
peasantry toward full economic individualism at the very time 
when the conception was being modified in Europe. Some

1
| administrative officers supported these ideas without being
ii willing to take the traditional African scene largely as it
I
I was or had been. j
i

Receiving little numerical support but forceful state
ment was Mr. H.E. Lambert's recommendation that the object j

ij of a sound land policy should be to maintain the spiritual !
| ij bond (the "land-blood-uthoni complex") which held traditional;i . j
| society together. Implicit was the need to subordinate the i 
; individual to the group; to preserve the spirit of the 
■; glthaka system intact which would include resisting the 
; treatment of land as subject to outright and final sale; to
i return to the indigenous system of handling land disputes in i
, the traditional tribunals. Lambert stated elsewhere that he j
i felt it was the "genius of the' untouched native system that
| it preserves a stable equilibrium between the two'/ community 
! i 27| or kinship and individual rights /. Although he might be 
accused of keeping the "Kiambu Kikuyu in subjection to an

: outmoded moribund code involved in the days of primitiveI '' •" 1
; tribalism, " Lambert felt that these stringent controls were j 
a transitional necessity in a district which .he called "an 

. abomination of dissolution." Nonetheless, the District
: Commissioners of the surrounding Kikuyu districts of F^rt i
1 !I Hall and Nyeri continued to adhere to the policy of gradually;



modernizing the native tribunala. Thus a sharp policy 
; anomaly has existed in one of the focal areas of Kenya.t
I Phillips himself felt that it was "not practicable to
| put the clock back at this stage." Change- even fundamental
! jchange - was inevitable and also dangerous in the transitional1

; stages. But the danger might be greater of one incited chaos,I
j tension, and frustration by closing the channels through 
| which change received recognition.
II In dealing with tribes whose indigenous institu-
| tlons were of the Group B type, tribes which
j have, moreover, become accustomed during the j
| last fifty years to a system of organized central i

authority, and which as a result of the intensive 
operation of external influences have undergone 

I rapid and far-reaching changes in respect of
their social system and economic life- in dealing ! with such tribes /jnost Kenya Africansj  , the 
policy of partial or complete reversion to in- j  digenous judicial methods does not, in my opinion, I 
offer any reasonable prospect of success, gg

Social stability could most effectively be achieved, in his j
: view, by the direct method of concentrating on the attainment
of certainty in the law. Without certain standards on which 1

i
to adjudicate, with an unwritten law which was capable of

Jreversing itself from one case to the next depending on the 
particular personnel of the tribunal concerned, and with no 

, means for giving any territorial or even tribal regularity 
to the indigenous system, the increasing land litigation was 

, being handled less and less effectively. Verdicts, too,
. received dimihished sanction from all segments of the commu- ;
; 1
, nity. "it is difficult to see how greater control over the
development of native law, attainment of greater certainty 
in the law, and effective coordination of various sources of
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lav can be achieved without resort to legislation." In 
short, administrative officers need some sort of guidance.

One must remember that a lav-making process is actually 
going on all the time; customary lav is evolving by inter- j  

pretation even in the absence of legal machinery for its re- j 
cognition, regularization, or control. The Government of j

I Kenya has said that the Local Native Councils shall not serve 
this function. Unaccountably it has failed to provide any 
alternative path, and so the councils are pressed into servicej 
anyway. |

In one district we see customary lav being re
shaped by public opinion and powerful Interests 
without either encouragement or hindrance; that is what is happening when there is a purely 
laissez-faire policy, and the result seems in- 

j variably to be a trend towards individualism. In
j another district we find a policy in force which

seeks neither to accelerate nor to retard the i spontaneous individualistic movement, but which
j does attempt to guide and regularize it £_Nyeri/... .
I In yet another district we see a policy which,
j whatever its vision of the distant future may be,
I is based on the deliberate aim of applying a
1 brake to what are regarded as - at the present
| stage, at any rate - dangerous individualistic

tendencies. In each of these cases lav Is^'con- 5 sciously or unconsciously, being made - wh'ether
by tacit acquiescence, by administrative guidance,| or by refusal to recognize any departure from

! the principles of the indigenous system.
j ’52
! Prior to 1959 the accretions to African land law which had or
| were becoming established native custom were in the akvard
j position of possibly differing from the native custom which
{official Government policy was willing to uphold’. Patent'I!
i the formal and informal legal machinery of the Color^
] x''j determined and structured in degree and type of^
I /
the hierarchy of the Kenya court structure - playet



treinely significant anticipatory role in the basic agricul-
tural revolution in land use of the 19i>0's. This revolution, 
in turn, made absolutely essential the enactment of lavs re
defining African land tenure with more subsequent inevitable 
reverberations throughout the system.

| Some of the trends of the evolution of African land
| lav tovard individualization can be seen: increments due to
!j native tribunals and local administrative officers and 
i councils, changes due to visual propinquity to European formsi
| of tenure, alterations from numerous economic factors such
! as the grovth of permanent cash crops. Indeed, the strength!
| of the concept of collective ownership alvays varied from 
! tribe to tribe - the Kikuyu alvays being more individualisticl
i than the Kipsigis or the Luo. But the process vas alvaysi
, halted short vhen its logical implications appeared to 
: challenge the exclusive land basis of European pover in the 
country. It seems reasonable to suggest that pressures from 

: the Settlers were one vital facet of the official willingness 
j to allov the evolution in native law and custom t'o go un
recognized. It has been a group economic, and thus secure 

; group land 3tatus which had undergirded the political power 
| position of the European comraun ity. And a significant 
; change in the indigenous land pattern would have implications 
I which would be political and psychological as well as legal
: and economic. In effect, African law was not allowed to|
| bring whatever flexibility it pessessed into full play as a 
! social foundation perhaps capable of mitigating racial

i

\
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tensions by imperceptible but steady degrees. j
iOrdinance Nos. 27 and 26 of 1959 replaced unwritten i

I .  I; customary jurisdiction with statutory jurisdiction for certain 
| Africans under certain conditions of landholding. These new j 
, land, statutes will be enforceable in the Supreme /Subordinate j 
! Court structure of the Colony, not In the African Courts. j
j ' I
i  This will lessen the direct legal effect on the evolution of j‘ I
; customary tenure in the less advanced areas, tut the mere liidecision per se will have large Indirect effect through the 
local administrative councils and courts. Certainty as to i

: direction will undoubtedly expedite the evolution.
1 ■ •, Immediately Kenya is faced with other complex legal |

t

problems. Changes in the concept and law of land tenure and J 
use and the emergence of new typos of property will revolu
tionize the traditional patterns of inheritance and succession!, 
and perhaps more subtly, those of marriage. While it is j

i
true that the regularization of customary succession or i

; marriage laws comes about largely through their being admini- !
4/ 1

I stered in the same courts as statutory law (and this is im
possible at the present time in Kenya since most statutory 
law is still under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court j

! i

; system), yet there will still be enormous repercussions !
i just from the emergence of one sphere of statutory land le.w j
i 1i which will not even be administered in the African Courts.

There are several alternative approaches to the re- \

placement of the inadequate traditional process of Inheritance’
ii(which so exacerbated the land problem by alloving excessive
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fragmentation of holdings). First, one could modify the
; existing native law and custom in the direction of primo-I
genitura through substantive legislation. This has received

{little support either on it3 own merits (England legally j

i abandoned this concept thirty years ago) of because of its
. radical departure from the older pattern and consequent in-
1j justice to other family inheritors who see this as their
i ' 2 il only security. Or second, one could enable Africans to |!! I
j make wills in respect of their immovable property. This is 1
i  j

■ impossible at the present time. The making of wills in Kenya!
is governed by the Indian Succession Act, l<36p, the Indian j 

j Hindu Wills Act, 1070, tlie Indian i’r.bate and Administration i 
; Act, Idol, and the Hindu and Mohammedan Marriage, Divorce 
' and Succession Ordinances. It has been held by the Colonial 
Courts that those lavs do n^t apply to Africans (except under j 

i certain conditions when the African is a Muslim), who con- 
: sequontly cannot make wills to which effect will be given by
t

i the courts. Although land sales and transfers inter vivosv
j are not unusual among Che Kikuyu of Kicmbu, the'Eamba of 
; Macl.akos, and the Maragoli of North Nycnia, the effect and
i

; scope of sucl. transactions are still uncertain and the rami
fications of the new ordinances cannot yet be definitely 

j  observed. So basic is the land-family bond that, even though
| a man may secure a title to his l.odling, succession upon !
!j death will still follow the old lav and custom rigidly. Haw-
i
j ever, already moz’e freedom ana mobility are challenging tradt i
i tlon. A further danger is surely the creation of a privi-
1 . __ _________ _____ \

I
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loged class exempt from the ordinary lav and jurisdiction of 
the ordinary courts of the African community. The problem 
remains unsolved. No real departures from native law and 
custom have been made in these fields, but one may be sure 
that they are in sight.

When one examines the vast legal ramifications for the 
African of the changes in land tenure and U3e, one can 
legitimately ask whother land lew will become the openingI
wedge for the eventual substantive statutory alteration, 
and thus possible elimination of native law and custom. This 

j query is especially pertinent In its most sacrosanct personalij spheres of marriage, family law, and succession which are 
least amenable to change. What does the synthesis of the 

I two separate streams into a unified Kenya land law mean ?
i
! In attempting to heal a legal duality, the uncritical
importation of English land law holds as many dangers as thei

' stubborn insistence on retention of the indigenous tradition.
; In the non-Native lands of Kenya, the basic territorial land

/'/: law is the applied Indian Transfer of Property A-ct as supple-
: monted by local ordinances and with a background of the
| English common law as it was in Xo97* So already thi3 is
; not English land law per se. The Conference on Land Tenure
■ at Aru3ha in 1956 noted three sources of the obscurity it

35
j  found in this legal framework. To begin with, the body of 
i English law includes obsolete English statutes, with judicial 
decisions thereon, which have sLnce been replaced in England 
by more modern legislation. It is not an easy matter to



ascertain precisely hov English law stood ?0,ty0, 50 or more 
j years ago. Further, over large areas native law and custom 
is the only repository of land lav. With the rapidly

!I changing circumstances of today in which it has to be applied, 
there may ~ften be uncertainty as to what the law or custom 
is on a particular point surely a. vast understatement . And 
finally a borderline exists at which there is an overlap 
between applied English law and native law and custom. In 
such cases it is difficult to ascertain which lav applies to 
a particular piece of land. Thus an untempered English land 
law is unsound in Konya and actually has alvays yielded to 
a "colonial” land lev. Nov this, too. Is in need of further1

| change .
i From the African point of view, it is obvious that land 
: is a particularly conservative sphere of tradition. Although 
| moderate African opinion does accept continuous change, it
! is concerned to have It registered through judicial decisions
i
j of those who have acknowledged positions as interpreters of
j traditional usage. Lord Hailey stresses a point which most
! sources also voice, namely the Importance of using assessors
; or clan elders to give the District Commissioner advice on
i 34land disputes. Consequently African (Kenya) conditions 
| must be given adequate recognition. A new land lew must not ; 
I be purely authoritarian; it must obtain its affective sanction 
I by invoking favorable response from those to whom it is ;
applied. j

! Both the Arusha Conference anc the Judicial Advisors
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Conferences of 1353 and 1956 had no doubt t-.afc the ultimate
ain should be a single body of lav for uaoh territory applying!
to all land. They favored "integration" rat ho r than "parallsL-j 
ism" as the desirable goal fur the court structure of the 
Colony. The new henye land lav of 1959 points to the probable 
direction of future legal development in all fields, u n 
questionably _n those of criminal penal law ant} civil commer
cial relations. Certainly the result is a synthesis of the 
two previously juxtaposed legal systems. But the synthesis 
is heavily weighted on the s^do >1* the non - inci ige nous legal 
concepts, jno can make a tentative prediction that other i

spheres oi African .̂av/ will also orange _n thus direction j
i

and to this degree, However, this land law do_s not seem to j 
be an example of uncihtical importation of an alien law. ii
There has Loan gerrymandering to f_t the colonial, especially! 
Kenya, situation; and provisions for the safeguarding of j
traditional concepts such as that of the inuhoi-muaori (tenant- 
landlord) relationship have been included in the statutes. !

'Vi-vun if, as now looks likej.y, a very strongly European- 
Lnflueneed Kenya land lav will ultimately•emerge, attention 
to unique and vilal local concepi,£ is essential for any degree

Iof transitional social stability. The repercussions of the j 
unified lav wo fid bo over. More p̂  .otraining given a movement

i
towards an "integrated" c>mrt hierarchy. i

In summary, some quite subs tan tubal implications -f the
agricultural land tenure revolution can be fomd in the ,!
legal field. Direct legal effect throughout Kenya will be

\
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greatly hampered by the peculiar "parallel" structure of the 
courts. Nonetheless, the Indirect ramifications through the 
administrative pattern of local councils and courts will, as 
previously, continue to be great. Embodying, as the Ordinan
ces do, a belated governmental decision to perform an active 
guiding function with flexibility, this legal consuraation of 

j agricultural change should go far toward solving Kenya’s 
historically explosive land problems. These changes, in 
turn, are interwoven with the political problems of the Colony.
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VIII. General Political Implications

The final chapter will deal in a very general way with ! 
a few of the political implications of the legal and economic | 
"revolution" in Kenya. These are less tangible, more 
elusive, largely psychological, and impossible to predict 
with certainty.

The most immediate results | of changes in land 
tenure] nre in the economic and social fields, 
but clearly the ultimate influence is on the 
character of the elements which will be re
presented in the political constitution of the j 
country. Nuch of modern agrarian legislation j
in Continental Europe, while primarily designed 
to secure a more equal distribution of landed property, has also been largely Influenced by a desire to readjust the political forces re- 1
suiting from the manner in which property is 
held. ^

iThe vituperative quality of the political struggles in Kenya j
iderives in part from the acute nature of the present power j

conflict. Historically the European ruling minority, under
i

strong pressure from the White Settlers, has grasp'd thej

overall necessity of maintaining the political and economic 
status quo as the only guarantee of their continued power

•  i

hegemony. i
Early in the twentieth century a policy was originated, 

to become later the basis of the status quo, which seemed i
valuable at the time and gave promise of being able to contain,

ior at least temper future political and racial threats to
the White status position. This was, of course, the Reserve Ji
policy. As to immediate benefit, the Delamere Land Board of



1905 shrewdly pointed out that "should the main body of the |l
tribe living within the reserve increase and overflow its _ j

!
boundaries, such overflow would be available to meet the2
demands of the general labour market of the country."
Another commentator stated that the European settler j

cannot be content with more access- to the land's 
resources: for he can neither farm, mine, nor 
trade with his own hand3. His economic existence 
depends on social control over the indigenous 
labourer on his own terms.

In long-range terms, it was clear that a Reserve policy
gave the greatest hope for the retention of political and 

*economic power. For implicit In the "Reserve" idea was the
ihandling of a particular population segment as a tribal or 

racial group. The intention has been to secure representa
tion of interests as opposed to individuals. Sheer logic of | 
numbers made it obvious that the Europeans (who usually saw | 
themselves as a group sharing common political, economic, 
and social interests) needed to impose, or rather reinforce j
a like kind of communal ideology on each of the groups in j

\the Colony. For without doubt, individual tribal cohesion 
has always been a social fact of the African milieu. Any 
political participation in the government of the Colony J
would be on.a communal basis: the European community re- !

i

presented as a group, and similarly the African, Asian, and I 
Arab communities. Only within such a communal framework

j

could the Europeans, who claimed their group interest to be ji
dominant because of their economic, educational, medical,etc. I 
contributions to the country, hope to perpetuate their i
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position of power and prestige. Only under such a communal j 
system could a tiny minority claim equality of, if not pre- j 
ponderant, influence with an enormous majority. The conflict \ 

is one of Burkian representation of communal interests againi
Benthamite representation on an individual basis, a view Ij
which recognizes differences of ability, property, and moral j

 ̂ iworth but which counts these as politically irrelevant. Be- j 
cause the non-indigenous community has seen these character- i 
istics as of ultimate relevancy, the group interest concept i 
was espoused as the only viable and reasonably secure founda- ; 
tion for political power. For certainly the other groups 

; would ultimately be represented directly and this would ccn- 
! stitute a controlable method for satisfying these foreseeable 
: demands.

The creation of tribal reserves had several implications'
1 for the development of African political consciousness. Be
fore mentioning these, it must be stated unequivocably that 
many administrators embraced the reserve policy and championed 
the reinforcement of the traditional political structure from , 
the honest conviction that this was the only way to ensure t
social stability and a kind of slow practicable evolution. 
Perhaps many were also revolted by the current ethnocentri- 
ci8m which lauded everything British as good and desirable, 
and everything indigenous as "primitive" and to be erased as 
quickly as possible. The point Is that the conscious motives 

' were complex and not always baldly racialistic per se. None- , 
theless, the paternalism which developed proved also to be

\



basically inflexible in adjusting to real changes that!
| occurred through the years in all spheres of African develop- 
j raent.

One of the implications was that political expression 
i was to remain, as before, part of the texture of the local
I social grout: whether 11 be on a family, clan, or tribal level.|
j In Africa, as all over the world, the tribe was a prime, and 
; usually In Kenya the largest, focus of group loyalty. So 
! it would be fooli3h as well as incorrect to say that theI i
' British "caused" the tribal compartmentalization which often 
■ creates such complex problems for national unity. However,
; a policy of reserves and native land units did have the j
effect of reinforcing and even strengthening tribal loyalties 
even in the face of some social and economic pressures for 
their softening. Tribal divisions would not let a South 

" | Kikuyu Association penetrate into northern Kikuyu areas. j
Early In their colonial rule the British realized that unless’

; they encouraged tribal development, they would in effect be 
: "encouraging the native to enter into detribalizea combine- i 
I ttona such as Harry Thuku started j the East Africa Native j
, IAssociation - a treakoff of the Mission-started S >uth Kikuyu 
i Association when that failed to cross tribal boundaries j  , ;
i

| combinations whose chief purpose of existence, unlike that ofi
! 5 Ia tribe, is opposition to Europeans." j

Another of the results of the policy of land reserva-
! tlon and alienation was the Impetus given to tribal animosity.
! Both African enmity toward the European "tribe", and African :



KENYA POPULATION STATISTICS

Population 195S Estimate'*’
African.........
Indo-Pakistani and Goan......
European........
Arab............
Other...........

TOTAL - 6,350,900
2Tribal Breakdown - 1996

Tribe Province Population
Kikuyu Central 1,155,000Luo Nyanza 852,000Baluhya Nyanza 736,000Kamba ("Central

(Southern
689,000

Meru Central 366,000Nyika Coast 333,000Kisii Nyanza 287,000Embu Central 230,000Kipsigis Nyanza 1380,000Nand j. Rift Valley --132,000

Great Britain. Colonial Office Report on Kenya for 1958 
(London 1959), pY 7- --- "
K.J.M. Mackenzie and Kenneth Robinson. Five Elections 
In Africa (London i960), p . 391. Pro v ir>c a  category not 
part of the quotation.
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distrust of African tribe. European impingement on Kikuyu 
j lands in the early 1900’s and upon the land of the KavirondoI
i tribes in the 1930’s after the discovery of gold, has caused 
j acute sensitivity about land in both Central and Nyanza Pro- j 
vinces. Historically Kikuyu sense of injustice at the hands 

■ of British land grabbers has inspired an anglophohia which
, erupted in its strongest and most complex form in the 1952
i j; Mau Mau outbreak. j
; During the Emergency and largely for security and !
j correctional purposes, the Kikuyu received much assistancei
> in farm reorganization and planning. Neighboring tribes, 
j who generally disliked the Kikuyu anyway, were angered by thej
: i

‘ seeming "favoreu " treatment and even considered this to be 
another aspect of the British "divide and rule" approach to 
colonial government. The Swynnerton Plan was partially an 
attempt to redress the balance of economic development. 1
During a Legislative Council debate on the success of the 

! Swynnerton Plan, there was quite a difference of opinion
'V jamong the Africans, which Mr. Swynnerton attributed to the 

fact that
to a certain extent the Akamba are jealous of j
the Kikuyu tribe...At the present time progress 
in the Central Province is going ahead so fast ! 
that it si going to leave the Nyanza tribes be
hind by something of the order of 10, 15, or ;
even 20 years —  In Nyanza it has been necessary j
to go through the whole rigmarole and gamut of j 
pilot schemes, of abandoning pilot schemas and ;
of being asked to come back to them again, g j

Psychological implications are significant. Initially |
i

there may have been few conscious racial overtones ot the I
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land policy. But by 1954 when tho Lyttleton Constitution
was promulgated and in 1957 when the first African represental

Itives were elected to the Legislative Council of Kenya, the j
iipicture was somewhat different. The Constitution

took the hazardous step of extending the communal 
system; established precedent suggested that the 
election of African representatives be put on 
the same communal basis. The racial theory of 
colonial politics is once more the culprit; j
African opinion is no more an undivided whole j 
than European or Aslan opinion, unless perhaps 
when it is sharply pitted against such other abstrattions. Communal representation at the 
centre inevitably focuses the politics of Kenya 
more than ever on its racial rivalries. ^

By choosing a communal rather than a common electoral roll,
Kenya - unlike Tanganyika - decided to have group representa
tives salectdd by and from within each racial community.
The results have been manifestly different in the tvo countries, 
but then so were the emotional climates and antecedents. 1

Admittedly, communal electoral rolls exacerbate racial 
tensions. Such a system marks off one citizen from another
in a way which suggests that loyalty to a community comes

>*/first, loyalty to the state comes second. There-Is a dis
tinction of persons which is incompatible with the equality8
of all before the law. Separate rolls imply that one is
best and most elevated and can usually be found to be rigged
so as to insure permanent domination by those in the "best”

9
roll. The other primary objection to the communal roll is
that it inhibits a smooth constitutional shift in power from j 
communal rolls to one of responsible government - "a communal;
majority will represent the rule of one community over another,

\ i
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not the verdict of a majority of the citizens who are all
10

equal in their allegiance to the atate." It is the white 
community which holds this communal political power which is 
the mechanism that ultimately controls the initiation of 
social change. So a communal ideology forces the battle for 
political hegemony into racial channels.

Thus, self-imposed communal and even tribal rigidities
. Ihave long been a part of the Kenya landscape. Because of j
!the historical framework of political development, the j

recent elections are also partially responsible for encour- j
i

aging them. By prohibiting trans-tribal and trans-reserve j
j

political associations, the Government has caused electoral
lcampaigns to concentrate on appeals to intense tribal loyaltyj 

and on incitement of tribal rivalries and real and imaginary^
ipast and present feelings of injustice. j

A strong caveat must be entered concerning all remarks j 
about political development since 1952. The proclamation J 
of the Emergency after the Mau Mau activities has undeniably i

'V  \skewed the nature and form of African political associations.)
iTerritory-wide political groups ware proscribed by the Re- j
igistration of Societies Ordinance No. 52 of 1952, and the jj

strictures on party purposes were only partially relaxed in i  
1955. So this is merely another factor which has served to j 
exagerate and prolong the already existing tribalism. But |

Iit can hardly be blamed solely or directly on stubborn British 
racial or tribal policies. The ending of the Emergency 
early in i960 will remove this factor and will probably sig-
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nal a major Kikuyu political resurgence. j
iWill the older patterns of Kikuyu political activity j 

persist ? A major previous anxiety has focused on constantly 
rekindled feelings of land hunger and frustration. Has the 
economic and legal revolution Instigated by the Swynnerton 
Plan assuaged this sense of injustice ? Unless the answer 
is "yes",  the Kikuyu resurgence may be directed into the old 
wasteful channels. It is hoped that the economic and psycho
logical revolution will enable the Kikuyu, and all Kenya 
Africans, to break through old patterns, will permit them 
to combine in new ways for new national purposes.

Even in 1957 the acute and penetrating British journal
ist, Basil Davidson, could write that the Europeans' triple 
objectives still remained: to shift responsibility for Konya 
from Whitehall to Nairobi (that is, from the Colonial Office 
to an internally self-governing position Jn Kenya or even to 
independence); to huild into any conceivable future con
stitution a cast-iron guarantee that they, the Europeans, 
shall remain the real government of the ,country;'’’ and to con
cede to Africans no more than the shadow and the fringe of

Iwhat Africans want in terms of land and livelihood, social jI
and political rights, unquestioned equality of human rights, j 
He noted the brutal fact that after Mau Mau and constitutional 
changes, the political balance of power in Kenya had not ji
changed at all. And he quoted Tom Mboya (a Kenya African 
political and trade union leader) saying that the best way j 
to perpetuate and enflame racialism is to insist on "multi- I

X



racial" government With its connotation of group not indivi- 
11

dual rights." Mboya has said that democracy is the one j 
logical, reasonable, and just alternative for government in i
Kenya. By "democracy" he means recognition of the individual!

ias against the present groups; integration Instead of part
nership; according of individual citizenship rights and pro-

12
taction instead of minority safeguards and group privileges.
In 1957 Kenya politics and parties were still what they were 
before - a flimsy camoflage for European autocracy based on 
the old racial economic and land interests.

A brief jpention of the circumstances surrounding the 
1957 election will*pinpoint some of the factors. The in
formation which follows has been gleaned from the recently 
published Five Elections in Africa (Oxford i960) by Mackenzie 
and Robinson. When the elections took place in March, 1957 
there were about 10 political associations (not really 
’parties' due to the essentially local character of the 
groups) either registered or pending registration in*. Kenya.
Of these, the Nairobi District African Congress (hYD.A.C.) 
headed by Mr. Argwings-Kodhek, was the best known and pro
bably the best organized, though its paid up membership was 
only 567 as of 14,April 1957* Lacking certain conditions 
of environment, organization, and information/mass communi
cation media, for the time being "all parties tend to become 
tribal parties...local inbreeding is reinforced by strong 
tribal sentiments." The Central Province provides good 
evidence of strong tribal voting. Mr. Eliud Mathu, a Kikuyu



and an outstanding African leader, was unable to overcome 
j  the handicap of a relatively largo Meru electorate supportingtJ Mr. Bernard Mato (21,1^5 out of 25»644 registered electors, 
j although the Meru constitute only 20$ of the population of 
! the constituency). Mr. Mate's victory was thus partly duo
'i to the energy of the Moru District Commissioner during re-!
j gistration, partly due to the fact that the Meru were loss I !
! deeply involved than the Kikuyu in Mao Mau and thus gained !i Ii proportionately more loyalty certificates (necessary to j
I  i| validate a voter's registration), and effectively due to
ij tribal loyalty.
iI| And yet in 1959 and i960 a decisive political change
ij occurred. At the next Kenya election in late i960, politicalI
i! power is to be transferred into African hands. Over half 
of the Legislative Council seats will be filled by election j 
on a common roll with a fairly wide franchise (though seats |

; j

will still be reserved for the three minority racial commu- !
! 13 !! nitiea). And it is in this connection that this writer !

f  1thinks the political ramifications of the legal and’ economic |
; revolution of 195^-1959 are to be seen. Because the events
' i| are so close to us in time, these conclusions will necessarily 
be tentative. It would be convenient for thi3 paper if one {

1 icould postulate direct political results of the economic j
reorientation. However, it seems to this writer that tlxe j

implications are more of an indirect psychological kind, j
1; although the events descrioed are so closely concatenated i  

: that direct influence im possible. The emotional atmospiiere *
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has seamed to change. It has become permissive. enabling 
an escape from the previous imposed pattern of "political" 
development. In the new type of community enabled by the 
new economic and legal patterns, othnlc antitheses will 
gradually be replaced by class antitheses. Here the effect 
of the revolution may be quite direct. The psychological 
lever lias been found which is beginning to permit a new 
framework of political activity.

This latter phenomenon is, of course, also related to 
the changing world context, the rising tide of African 
nationalism and the disappearance of colonial ompires through} 
out Africa, and the "winds of change" regarding racial 
ideologies. But admission of these does not deny the im
portant psychological role of this crucial five year period 
in Kenya. The Report of the East Africa Royal Commission 
deserves especially priminent mention in this connection.

Local ramifications are similar in nature to those at
the central national level - a new permissive and ̂ enabling

•;/
political atmosphere. Historically the colon ml'regime had 
actually done two things at once on the local level: it had 
inadvertently and also consciously introduced individualizing 
values, which weakened traditional communal ties, and con
currently it chose to recognize only native law and custom 
as the framework for^African development. Thus it weakened 
one base and refused to regularize a new one. However, the 
economic and legal land tenure revolution will iiave more 
explicit political affects on the tribal society in which a



majority of tha African population of Kenya is still embedded 
Traditionally in many parts of Africa, the right to the use
of land is dependent upon allegiance to a chief. The author
ity of chiefs, sub-chiefs, and heads of clans and families 
is bound up with the land. The grant, therefore, to individ
uals of absolute rights of ownership may disrupt the native 
polity by removing from the chief's control segments of 
land previously subject to his reallocation for "beneficial 
use" through his powers as land administrator and trustee. 
This would be true in Kenya oven though the nature of African 
tribal society there has necessitated a different colonial 
administrative approach than in other areas of East. Africa.

In general, the African tribes of Kenya fall into the 
previously mentioned Group B category of societies which 
lack centralized authority, .administrative machinery, and 
constituted judicial Institutions - that Is, which lack 
government. When the British su.-t up, their administrative
policy in Kenya, they consequently had to use "Appointed" j

-Y  jauthorities, which they paid, as agencies of loe'al rule.
This differed from classic Indirect Ruin- which simply meant i
government through the traditional native authorities where II
tribal societies were found with such centralized political 
structures (Group A). Nonetheless, the traditional clan 
elders who adjudicated land disputes of administered land for 
their clan families were given a prominent place in the 
councils which were to assist the "chiefs'1 and to provide 
lias on betvreon the appointed "chiefs" or "headmen" and the
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particular clans. Since these powers have usually been most 
jealously guarded, the alteration of the power balance of 
the components of tribal organization by the removal of areas i
of individual tenure from their control will be important at 
this local level. With less political power, there may be : 
more local reliance on the center at Nairobi for political 
direction. And, further, with more legal freedom from tradi
tional considerations, there may be more scope for political ;

iparty activity to read, cut to these newT individuals as a
"grass roots" base. !

! jII Thus, both in the ruseivc and at the center, the legal
! and economic revolution of 1934-1339 has contributed vitally
I
| to an emotional and psychological reoriental ion, has provided 
j a permissive atmosphere enabling more flexibility in political 
! evolution.
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IX. A Reorientation in Kenya

The conclusions to be drawn from this essay lie in the
! nature and potency of the legal and political implications
|
j of the "revolutionary" reorientation in the economic sphere 
j of land tenure and land use in Kenya.
j If one considers how important the agrarian-
I juridical structure is in the configuration
| of indigenous societies, it will be realized
; how significant these changes are, not only
; from an economic point of view, but also in
j relation to the prevailing political...conceptions.

First consideration was given to the goals and methods 
| of the Swynnerton Plan "To Intensify the Development of 
African Agriculture" in some detail since they constitute 
the core of the new economic approach. This, in turn, was

i

j  bold enough in impact to force the Government to make several 
; legal decisions that had been held in abeyance for forty 
years.

'VChanges in tenure may be produced by.-many causes. 
Pressure of population stay necessitate a switch 
from shifting cultivation on many scattered 
holdings to intensive cultivation on a consoli
dated holding; or it may lead to excessive sub
division, soil erosion, and eventual abandon
ment. New methods of agriculture and of marketing; 
may demand new methods of holding land. The ;
Introduction of a money crop may give a money 
value to land which it did not possess before.
It may necessitate a new security of tenure which 
would be incompatible with any form of collective > 
ownership; or it may, on the contrary, require j 
an expenditure of capital beyond the means of any 1 
single proprietor....Again, changes in tenure 
may be produced by the direct action of the local j 
Colonial Governments, which, even if they have



not assumed the ownership of the land and pre- 
! scribed, the manner by which it shall be held,
I may yet have assumed other forms of control.
I 2I On the basis of the available information, it seems justifi-i
able to conclude that it was the success of the economic 
experiment - coupled with the impact of the East Affica Royal 

1 CommissionReport - which made at least the legal break-
! through possible. Even in 1956 at the time of the Arusha1
\ Conference, tie Government had not yet formally committed it-j
i| self to a policy which would recognize and regularize the !
| emergence of African "individual freehold tenure" and land 
i sale. An awareness of the dangers involved in making land 
| decisions in a colonial situation had surely prolonged the
t

j caution. But by 1959 many external pressures had materialized 
I which stressed the folly of falling to provide channels for 
the implementation of African desires. One wonders whether 

! the use of the economic arena for the break-through was 
j merely due to the inherent logic of the historical situation 
j or whether the choice was conscious and deliberate. Certainly 
j the economic needs were patently obvious to all and the 
criteria of judgement were perhaps more objective. For those 

i who were not acutely aware of the political power Implica
tions of land, the emotional stumbling blocks in the form of 

, implications may have been veiled until a denial of the l, IInherent logic of the new economic approach was almost im- j 
| possible. Thus the essay discussed first the economic re- !
; volution in land use and tenure because it seems valid to !
conclude that these concerted economic changes were largely.J



responsible for the decision to revise the legal framework 
of African land tenure. And it seems valid to conclude that 
the Svynnerton Plan did, in fact, initiate a "revolution” 
not only within its own rubric, but also In retrospect be
cause of the legal and political repercussions and changes 
to which it gave an impetus.

Next the paper traced the history and described the 
meaning of the statutory enactments (Ordinance Nos. 27 and 
28 of 1959) for the adjudication, registration, and issuance 
of freehold title to the holders of "individual" rights in 
land. This was done at first briefly for chronological 
sequence, and in a later chapter quite fully in terms of the 
Kenya court hierarchy, of the evolution of native law and 
custom, and finally of the creation of a new legal synthesis 
out of the previous pluralism of land law. It seems valid 
to conclude that the statutory legal changes will have rami
fications at the local level primarily through the admini
strative channels of direction given by the District Commi-

'Yssioners to the district courts and councils, '•’What changes 
the African courts thexuselves will consequently be willing 
to recognize and regularize in traditional land law is the 
other prime eonsiderat4n. It further seems valid to con
clude that the unification of land law itself will have an 
influence on, and probably already points the direction to, 
the nature and form of any future Kenya legal system which 
is adopted in other civil and personal law spheres. The 
tangible results may not yet be terribly wide-spread, but
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the Ideological tools have been prepared. And the very 
i desirable healing of the legal duality enables the formal 
attainment of one of the moat passionate of African desires - 
that for equality of status.

The 3ulient recommendations and the mood of the Report
ij of the East Africa Royal Commission wore presented to show
I
| the psychological impact owing to a fresh approach to, and
IJ logical analysis of, some of Kenya's most pressing problems. 
The need for real security (not the "vanishing security of

i
a wasting asset," i.e. tribal land) and the racial fears and 
tensions were exposed as the basic dilemmas.

Following this, attention was drawn to the added 
| psychological significance of the l.;59 decision to open the 
| White Highlands to farmers of proven competence without
tIj regard to race.
i
| To say that the settlors' retention of out-of-
I date social and political attitudes is the cause
j of Konya's present troubles would be carrying a
, generalization too far...But no amount ^f
| sympathetic analysis can disguise that ;$ie
j settlers are bent on preserving their privileged
| way of life regardless -'f African interests.
j ^j The native reserves, which wore originally established to
• keep the white man out , had c -no to be looked upon by the
| African as some place to keep him in. Through an ironic
|i reversal, this became a method f preventing him from takingj ,
j part in the development of land in another "tribal" area
which he not only regarded as his in some part, but which he

| often saw lying unused or seriously under-developed. It
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would obviously bo naive to assume that a formal policy J
change would produce a new de facto situation and emotional j 
atmosphere over night. However, the change - if not too 
late - hay have enabled a welcome breathing space.

The fusion of all these factors, supplemented by 
other internal pressures and the 3trong external force of 
the "winds of change", have produced a change in the politi- ! 
cal power situation in Kenya in l°6o. It is of vital signi
ficance to note that the concept of communal power is perhaps 
the most important aspect of the previous interrelationship 
between land tenure and politics. Since the London Conference

i

in January I960, it is accepted that there will be a common j 
electoral roll, not communal, used in the selection of at 
least 35 of the 65 members of t.’ne new Legislative Council.
A facile conclusion could be that the new permissive, e.oablin 
atmosphere created by the economic and legal changes w'irked 
so perfectly and well as to inst-game political changes 
almost Immediately.

'VHere It is essential to recognize the play of other 
factors which this paper has no1 tried -t0 examine. External 
events such as the c tuning internal self-government of 
Tanganyika, the independence of tie Belgian Congo and Somalial

iall near neighbors of Kenya - have contributed powerfully 
to growing African assurance. And then there are personal 
factors such as a new Colonial Secretary, Mr. Ian Maclood; 
the active role of moderate Europeans such as Michael Blundell; 
the growing international prestige of Kenya African lenders j

-err
-
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such as T0m Mboya after his successful trip to the United j

States in 1959* The internal change toward sexuality of !!istatus in land tenure may have given the African leaders the 
feeling that they were now In a position to force a com
promise whatever the legal framework.

Nevertheless, while It is d.fficult to assess the 
exact role of the revolution, it la the conclusion of this 
paper that this consideration must nit be excluded. In one 
emergent African country after another wo see economics 
being shaped by politics and not vice versa . And yet the 
assumption 3eeras valid that changes in economic approach, 
because of the implied changes in communal power status, may 
be symptomatic of future permissible alterations in political 
as sump 1.1 ins .

Mow profound and durable are these cumulative changes ? 
lor several reasons a final answer • a not possible at this j 
time. Kenya is. a British cole ay. As such, the Colonial i
Office remains the ultimate authority on all matters of j

'7  j
policy. It can impose unacceptable eolations if it ch oses j 
to do so ana is willing to use the requisite physical force, j 
Only with Kenya independence under the auspices of an '

i
i

African majority will any reply be validated. The reaction ! 
to this direction and form of l'-nd development could be 1
deprecatory. On the other hand, energetic -.-.-spousal would j 
certainly overcome present obstacles a political creation 1
(it seems t V, African nationalist. * olitical pressure which i
has hampered Lire s..ccec r, the hwynnortv. Pin: meng the



Lao, for example) and colonial inertia, and transform the 
landscape with welcome alacrity. Complete or partial re
jection is a possibility, as reversal of the direction to
ward European-like land lav nng -.thei legs3 concepts is n 
possibility. Eut this writer does not consider it a real
probability.

Perhaps tho ultimate value of this study is threefold: 
first, the pertinence and Prplicetmty of the underlying 
legal end agricultural solution rdorted by Kenya to a much 
wider area of Africa. Tanganyika and Uganda have already 
asked for help and training to initiate a similar program for 
revising their framework of l?.„a tenure and land use (though 
of course the internal si.tustiorj;, especially regarding 
earners or a reuerse policy, vastly different and ons is
0 iruot T e r r i to r y ) ,  tec one, the rverridinr, urgency o f  

evolving a si. .'.table ire me work f - r  in terrac ia l  cooperat ion  r- nd 

fo r  r e co n c i l in g  th, traciiti  mr.y authorit ies  to the growth o f  

m.'uyrn po 1 i t i c s i p  ever . And thirdly w 1 thin Kenya, an I n d i c a 

t ion  that a. valid so lut ion  to u ] QI-c and l e g a l ^  robiems 

-c.2.;:ld  tender obsolete  the ralgoi. d ' etre o f  luinous t r i b a l

1 o l - t i e d  anti id e o lo g ic a l  lol:.cice ( V.ru fku)  a.r.d enable p r o -

- if

pro s s i ve and constructive political participaticn or a
national level. 1 p, e "r e v - lu t . r. r y chanros In Kenya
r. o t too late - rive n vide nos 0i’ r nuw St.op lr. British
colonial r eliey . And etil 1 t: s put,;re of Kenya is unc
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